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Chapter I 

Introduction 

 

Since independence, one of the main focuses of this country had been to improve the 

quality of higher education. This was the reason why soon after the independence, the 

Government had formulated the first commission named Radhakrishnan Commission, solely 

devoted to higher education of the country. During that time, the number of higher education 

institutions were few, as only 600 colleges existed all over the country and nearly 25 university-

level institutions. So, there was a need for expanding Higher Education all over the country. In 

1991, before Programme of Action (POA)-1992, the number of colleges increased to 7346, and 

the number of universities increased to 117. So, after four decades of independence, the growth 

of higher education was quite noticeable, though not satisfying as the demand for higher 

education has also increased a lot. In the meantime, several commissions (Kothari Commission, 

1964-66), policies (NPE-1968, 1986) came into existence, which focused on the expansion and 

demand of higher education. 

After 1991, with the new economic reform, liberalisation expedited the expansion of 

Higher Education institutes in the country. However, the quality of the institutions was never 

regulated, keeping in view the proportion of institution expansion took place. Initially, UGC 

was established in the mid-1950s, and then NAAC and other agencies evaluated the external 

qualities of the institutions, but the internal quality persisted to be a major question. Since 1977, 

when education came into the concurrent list, the center lost its control of the state institutions, 

building a huge gap among the states and the center. This gap became another reason for the 

degradation of quality in the institutions. To bridge this gap, NPE-1986 and UGC in 1988 

recommended the establishment of SHECs in the respective states to be a mediator between 

the state and the center. As the NPE recommended, many states like West Bengal, Kerala, 

Andhra Pradesh established SHECs, but there were states also which did not take the initiative 

to establish SHECs. Even then, after the establishment of SHECs, the quality of the higher 

education institutions of many states has not improved, and not even the unprecedented 

expansion of higher education has stopped. Primarily two reasons could be cited behind this 

stagnant condition of higher education in the states. First of all, the scarcity of funds. There is 

an institutional inequality of funding in India. Institutes under the Centre used to receive a lump 

sum amount of money from the Centre that helped them in their growth and quality 
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enhancement, but on the other hand, State universities and colleges had not received as much 

money as the Central Universities receive for their developmental purpose. Still, states like 

Uttar Pradesh or many states situated in the Southern part of the country that welcomed the 

liberalisation policy for the expansion of private institutions. However, states like West Bengal 

had not accepted the liberalisation policy initially, so less private funding was also another 

issue for the minimum expansion of higher education institutions here. Secondly, the confusing 

state of the SHECs. It was unaware of its duties and tasks for a longer period of time, which 

kept the council in many states only in pen and paper, but in reality, they did nothing to improve 

the quality or to expand the higher education institution in the respective states.  

To resolve this problem, after almost two decades of the POA, in 2013-14, the 

government had launched one flagship programme named, RUSA, which had been 

implemented in the states through the SHECs. This Centrally Sponsored Scheme was meant to 

fund state universities strategically. There were certain mandates and components to fund State 

Institutions, but before receiving funds, the first criterion was to establish one SHEC in every 

state. The reason was the Centre wanted to fill the gap and initiate a dialogue between the state 

and center through these SHECs. So, this current research study focused on the implementation 

and achievement of RUSA in the state of West Bengal through the West Bengal State Council 

of Higher Education. The study attempted to find out how the SHECs were envisaged and what 

they turned out to be. It also emphasised on the fact that how the role of the SHECs had been 

transformed and what role SHECs were not playing. RUSA was implemented in West Bengal 

in 2014, so it has been six years, evaluating the current status of the state in the sector of higher 

education and to understand how far the State higher education council succeeded or failed in 

the implementation of the Centrally sponsored scheme in the state of West Bengal was one of 

the major objectives of the study.  

1.1. History of Higher Education in India 

To trace the history of Indian higher education, the East India Company, after becoming 

ruler created a new political situation which demanded more service provider. The existing 

Indian education system was unable to fulfill that demand. So, the British Raj felt the need to 

restructure the Higher education system to produce some lower-level assistance. It set the 

backdrop for establishing universities in three different precedencies of India. However, once 

the students started to graduate from the universities, they failed to get suitable jobs which 

invoke the criticism of British policies of establishing universities following the model of the 
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University of London. This criticism led to the establishment of two new universities, Punjab 

and Allahabad University, keeping in mind the need for the administrative system. As literature 

pointed out, "…the emergence of the two universities which departed from their earlier models 

not only by providing for Indian studies programme but also by undertaking the teaching of 

postgraduate classes and thereby created a milestone in the growth and development of 

university education in India" (Sedwal, 2019). This onwards, the establishment of Indian 

universities followed the British model. After the World War the entire globe, as well as India, 

also felt the need for trained personnel which surged the demand for Higher Education and 

simultaneously the expansion of Universities. 

India's post-independence academic system was also inherited from the British. The 

universities, to which almost all of the 700 undergraduate colleges were affiliated, were mainly 

examining bodies, with small post-baccalaureate programmes. These colleges, generally small 

with around 500 students, were affiliated to universities that determined the curriculum, set and 

administered examinations, guided admissions, and awarded degrees. The undergraduate 

colleges possessed little autonomy. This affiliating system, although much criticized, continues 

to the present. A few of the universities were single-campus ''unitary'' institutions without 

affiliated colleges, and these resembled academic institutions in the West with undergraduate 

and graduate as well as professional degree programmes. "A few research organizations in 

specialized fields do advanced basic research in some scientific disciplines. While much has 

been added to the Indian higher education establishment, little has changed in the basic 

structure of the universities" (Jayaram 2004).  

The evolution of private higher education in the Indian scenario happened through some 

of the philanthropic basis were the princely states have started establishing universities like 

Banaras Hindu University, Aligarh Muslim University or Mysore university etc. However, 

after the independence the growth of the private higher education institution was very slow. 

So, the Kothari commission of 1964-66, looked into the matter of vast establishment of private 

affiliated colleges. Since then, the government has decided to give greater freedom and 

financial assistance to good private institutions. This policy has helped to expand private 

institutions in the 1960s and 1970s, but after the eighties, the recognition to unaided colleges 

or self-financed institutions were given 'without any financial grant.' Suddenly, after the 

economic reforms of the 1990s, the private institutions were started growing like mushrooms 
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as the government gave green signal to open profit-making private institutions which became 

the mainstay for expanding higher education during this period.  

1.2. Public Funding in Higher Education 

The need for restructuring higher education is not only a phenomenon that happened in 

India alone, but this change was experienced by institutions all over the globe. This change 

does not confine to the academic and non-academic activities of the universities but led to 

major restructuring through the ways of governance and funding of higher education 

institutions. Since the nineties, the higher education system witnessed the dynamics of 

globalisation and neo-liberal policies due to economic reforms. The higher education sector of 

India adopted several changes based on market demands, and all these changes resulted in 'an 

unprecedented expansion, leading to the massification of the system'(Varghese,2019). In the 

process of massification of higher education, economic reform mainly focuses on the 

privatisation of the sector. However, in a country like India, this privatisation cannot be done 

thoroughly, the reason being where the maximum number of students are first-generation 

learners. "The privatisation measures included a reduction in subsidies, the introduction of cost 

recovery measures, and income-generating activities" (Varghese, 2019). In recent times, it is 

seen that most of the state governments of India have started to terminate state funding to 

establish government-aided institutions. Instead, they are encouraging private players to 

increase the 'self-financed' as well as 'private unaided institutions'. In this context, as the article, 

"Mortgaging the Future? Indian Higher Education" points out about the state's reluctance to 

establish government-aided institutions, simultaneously the central's role in this massification 

of higher education.  

In contrast to cash strapped state governments, in June 2007, the Centre announced 

plans to set up and fund 30 new central universities across the country. India has 20 

central universities (18 funded by the UGC), spread over just 9 states, Delhi and 

Puducherry. The remaining 19 states of India would receive priority in getting central 

universities. Besides, the central government announced that it would work with the 

states to support the expansion of colleges to the 340 districts that have extremely low 

college enrolments. To increase the likelihood of enrolment from these districts, it also 

announced plans to set one high-quality school in every block of the country (6000), 

which would also establish benchmarks for excellence in public schooling. (Kapur and 

Mehta, 2007) 
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In the same article, 1997 Discussion paper, "Government Subsidies in India" (GOI, 

1997) was mentioned, arguing in favor of reduction of subsidies in Indian higher education. 

Citing the reason behind this, the paper has claimed that "education beyond the elementary 

level is a 'non-merit' service because the benefits of the subsidy accrue primarily to the 

recipients. It has argued that the private rates of return are greater than social rates of return in 

higher education; hence, subsidies should be phased out" (Kapur and Mehta, 2007). The 

Government of India discussion paper assumed that the subsidies are benefitting the 'people of 

the better-off section of the society.' However, this argument is not valid in the sense that 

'marginalized groups have been given much greater access to education as a result of 

government subsidies' (Kapur and Mehta, 2007). Government subsidy to fund higher education 

should never be an issue because even the so-called developed OECD countries are providing 

a maximum percentage of subsidies to their respective higher education sector. As the literature 

also argues, "Global patterns of funding clearly show that higher education remains very much 

a state-dominated sector. In OECD countries such as Denmark and Holland, public funding 

provides 98 percent of the resources for higher education; the figure is almost 90 percent for 

Canada. Even in the United States, the figure is as high as 78 percent. There is absolutely no 

doubt that the public sector has a preeminent role to play in higher education" (Kapur and 

Crowley, 2007). So, the argument in favor of the reduction of subsidies in a country like India 

in the higher education sector is never a good idea.  

1.3. Neo-liberal Approach, Increasing Demand, and Growing Inequality of Higher 

Education in India 

Being the second populated country of the world, the demand for higher education is 

continuously increasing, and higher education is viewed "as a stepping stone to a lucrative 

career and as a resource contributing to economic growth and social well-being" (Varghese et. 

al. 2017). Another major reason for this increasing demand for higher education in India is the 

failure of the government in generating employment in the public sector, and the rate of 

unemployment is increasing simultaneously. As a result, high school graduates are more 

inclined towards pursuing higher education. The crux point of concern is that the policies and 

the provisions public sector has for higher education in India, is gradually failing to keep pace 

with the demand. "In the process, higher education is losing its public good character and is 

becoming more of a private good" (Srivastava, 2017). This very phenomenon of becoming 

higher education a private good has its greater 'implications for its accessibility and 
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affordability.' As one of the articles argues, "The recent market-friendly reforms in higher 

education follow from a neo-liberal approach to development in general and education in 

particular. The role of the state redefined in terms of facilitating the efficient functioning of the 

markets. The manifestation of this approach seen in terms of the promotion of the private 

institutions and privatisation of the public institutions. The burden of financing higher studies 

is increasing in the student's shoulders" (Srivastava, 2017). This is not only about the student's 

burden in pursuing higher studies, but simultaneously it aggravates the persisting inequality in 

the sector of higher education. Regional disparities in private financing and distribution of 

higher education institutions have grown up to another level. As an example, in the states like 

Andhra Pradesh, there are 51 higher education institutions per 100,000 students, whereas in the 

states like Bihar for the same number of students, the number of institutions existing is just 

seven. So, somehow or the other, the higher education policies related to privatization and 

public funding in the country is responsible for this growing regional disparity in the higher 

education sector. India has always recognised the need to improve the quality and expansion 

of higher education. That is the reason why, after independence, the first commission 

established as the Radhakrishnan Commission was on higher education. However, a significant 

amount of resources and funding have been allocated after the National Knowledge 

Commission's recommendation in 2006. Higher education needs basic stability and consistent 

policy orientation. In this context, the literature focuses on the fact, "India's relatively open 

political system may permit it more flexibility in coping with adversity, but it could fail to 

produce a practical solution or imaginative plans to improve higher education" (Altbach, 2009).  

1.4. Quality, Autonomy, and Accountability of Higher Education Institutions  

Due to rapid expansion of higher education in the 1990s, the major challenge was the 

issue of quality, autonomy, and accountability of the institutions. Literature suggests, "There 

is a strong perception that the quality of higher education and research can be assured only if 

institutions are granted autonomy in academics and possibly in the administrative matter as 

well" (Varghese, 2017). NPE-1986 proposed, "to provide universities with a structure and 

management with self-correcting mechanisms which will allow them simultaneously 

innovative, autonomous and accountable" (Varghese, 2017). However, unfortunately, after the 

economic reforms of the country, this very concept had not been realised and materialised. For 

the accountability of the institutions, the state had tried two different processes, one is the 

Internal Quality Assurance Cell, and the other is External quality assurance. The IQAC is 
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introduced at the institution level. NAAC has introduced this very concept of IQAC in every 

institution, and simultaneously, through the policy recommendations of the NPE-1986, the 

NAAC proposed to establish a State Council of Higher Education at the state level. The external 

quality assurance cell-like NAAC and NBA were established in the 1990s to maintain the 

external accountable quality of the institutions. However, even till now, only one-third of the 

universities and the one-fifth of the colleges have been accredited. To support the argument as 

researches are arguing in favor or creating more accrediting agencies, "The institutional 

arrangements for accreditation need to be strengthened and in recognition of this UGC is 

proposing to create more agencies to fast track the process of accreditation" (Varghese, 2019).  

Higher Education, thus, has expanded rapidly in recent ages reflecting the growing 

importance of the sector in promoting economic growth. The sector has introduced various 

reforms to align itself more closely with the market. Most of these have been influenced by the 

concept of new public management', which implies a lesser reliance on the State and a greater 

reliance on markets (IIEP, 2014). Reforms in higher education reflect the increasing 

importance and use of knowledge in production, and the role of Higher Education Institutions 

(HEIs) in training for the production, transmission, and use of knowledge. Reforms in higher 

education in the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) were intended to reposition and 

facilitate the transition from a centrally planned to a market economy. Higher education 

reforms in countries in Africa occurred mostly in response to a decline in the public financing 

of higher education. All these reforms center on the idea of cost-recovery measures and indicate 

a clear shift in the provision and management of higher education from the state to the market.  

This implies a reduced reliance on the state for funding and control and a shift towards 

market processes. Thus, it resulted in substantial changes in the way activities are organized 

and managed in institutions of higher education. Governance structures and management 

practices at the system and institution levels have been modified in response to these changes 

introduced at the national level. This has had a significant effect on the relative distribution of 

responsibilities for the management of higher education systems. Despite this, the state 

continues to play a role, providing a framework for other nonstate actors to intervene – in 

essence, steering from a distance (Varghese, 2009). The transition from State to market in 

higher education was frequently mediated through higher education institutions. Many 

governments transferred part of their authority and responsibility to institutions of higher 

education in the form of increased institutional autonomy. This led to a shift from the state 
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control model to a state supervision model of higher education management (OECD, 2003). In 

order to meditate effectively between the Ministry and higher education institutions, many 

countries have created established Ministries of Higher Education, National Quality Assurance 

Agencies and quality monitoring mechanisms, buffer institutions such as National 

Commissions for Higher Education, National Commission for Higher Education and Research 

(NCHER), the setting up of a National Accreditation Agency, and the admittance of foreign 

educational institutions and so on (Varghese, 2014). 

1.5. Higher Education Policies in India 

The need for the development of higher education mentioned in the commissions of 

India for long since the inception. Starting from the Radhakrishnan Commission of 1948-49 to 

the Kothari commission of 1964-66, all focused on the reformation of higher education on 

several terms. However, this development policy of Higher Education is mainly governed by 

NPE-1986, as modified in POA-1992. The basic framework of National Policy on Education 

in India was prepared based on those two landmark education commission's reports, one is 

"University Education Commission Report" (1948-49), and the other is "Education 

Commission Report" (1964-66).  

The NPE -1986, as discussed earlier, for the internal quality assurance of Higher 

Education, had recommended establishing State Council of Higher Education. This was 

recommended for empowering the state to play a major role in the development and growth of 

higher education at the state level. As the policy recommended, "State-level planning and 

coordination of Higher Education will be done through councils of higher education. The UGC 

and these councils will develop coordinative methods to keep a watch on standards" (NPE-

1986) and as POA-1992 has defined the role and responsibilities of the SCHEs as –  

The State Council of Higher Education will prepare coordinated programmes of 

development in each state for consolidation of the existing institutions and their 

infrastructure, programme of strengthening non-viable colleges including alternate 

forms of their utilisation (vocationalisation and diversification of the courses), special 

programmes for colleges located in the rural areas, etc. Such state-level plans will be 

consolidated by the UGC and progress of their implementation monitored by it." (POA-

1992) 
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NPE has assigned the SCHEs the role of state-level planning and coordination of State 

Higher Education departments with UGC through these councils. "The aim was to establish 

them as statutory bodies under state legislatures for which the central government will 

formulate a model act. In states where the number of universities was too few, the guideline 

suggested advisory councils rather than statutory councils" (Anandakrishnan, 2016).  

So, what was the rationale behind this recommendation of NPE-1986 to establish 

SCHEs? There were major goals behind the establishment of SCHEs. The first major goal was 

to improve access to higher education to the larger section of the mass. Greater access required 

an augmentation of the education institutional capacity of the higher education sector to provide 

opportunities to all those who deserve and desire higher education. The second goal was on the 

equity aspect of higher education. Equity comprises fair access of the poor and the socially 

disadvantaged groups to higher education. The third goal was to improve the quality and 

excellence of higher education institutions and its infrastructure. It involved the provision of 

education following accepted standards so that students receive available knowledge of the 

highest standard that helps them to enhance their human resource capabilities. Along with the 

improvement of access, equity, and quality of higher education at the state level through the 

SCHEs, another major reason for establishing these state councils was to bridge the gap of the 

center, and the state in the higher education sector as education came into the concurrent list 

since 1976-77. State higher education councils had to play a major role in the implementation 

of the central policies and schemes at the state level, which was the major concern in the process 

of building the state councils. As discussed, the State Council of Higher Education was 

recommended by NPE-1986 and then UGC in 1988. Few states had established SCHEs by then 

but even after that the issues regarding Higher Education expansion and its funding was not 

resolved. The country was in a confusion in terms of privatization policy and public funding 

as 12th Five Year Plan argued for privatization and proposed to remove the “not for profit” tag 

from universities. In the midst of this conflict, the Central government announced RUSA in 

11th and 12th Five Year Plan, mainly since the year 2012 to 2017. This added on as more conflict 

situation for Planning Commission and MHRD as RUSA was completely a public funding 

Centrally Sponsored scheme which argued against allowing profit in Higher Education.  

1.6. Five-Year Plans and Higher Education in India 

In this context, it is also necessary to identify and analyse how far the five-year plans 

have planned differently for the development of higher education in the country. 
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…the VI Plan onwards the focus shifted to consolidation and quality improvement. The 

VII Plan emphasised research and academic developments. It was from this plan 

onwards that the development of centers of excellence and area study programs got 

special attention. From the VIII Plan onward, the need for differential funding was 

recognized, it was envisaged that the developing departments would be provided 

necessary funds to bring up their facilities and activities to an optimum level for their 

teaching and general research programs. The IX Plan aimed at gearing the system of 

higher education to meet the challenges arising out of the major social, economic and 

technological changes. The focus of the X Plan was on the quality and relevance of 

higher education, research and development, management in financing and the use of 

new information and communication technologies. The X Plan provided the basis for 

higher education in the 21st century. (MHRD, 2013)  

So, it is quite evident that the establishment of SCHEs was for the internal quality 

assessment of the state higher education institutions. The situation was that the same till 2013, 

as only eight states established State Councils of Higher Education, and Gujrat had one 

knowledge consortium for doing the same functions but without referring to UGC. In 2013, the 

Central Government had launched one Centrally Sponsored Scheme (CSS), named Rashtriya 

Uchchatar Shiksha Abhiyan (RUSA) to fund the state higher education institutions 

strategically. This move of launching RUSA was initiated through the XI five-year plan of the 

planning commission and implemented in the XII five-year plan. The XI five-year plan focused 

and emphasised more on higher education. The commission set three major targets in this 

sector. The targets are broadening access, making higher education inclusive, and promoting 

improvements in quality. The scheme RUSA was one of those attempts to improve the access, 

inclusivity, and quality of higher education even in the states. "In the XI Plan, the share of 

education in total plan outlay increased from a mere 6.7% in the X Plan to 19.4%, of which 

30% was earmarked for higher education. This was a nine-fold increase over the X Plan, viz. 

Rs. 84,943 crores against Rs. 9,500 crores" (Planning Commission, 2007).  

The XII plan, similar to the XI, emphasised on improving the higher education access, 

equity, and excellence. This plan laid more importance in improving the quality of higher 

education. Along with increasing more higher education institutions, the plan also focused on 

the consolidation of existing higher education. The commission opined that this move will 

increase the access as well as improve the quality of the system. Learning from past 
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experiences, the commission admitted the conspicuous vulnerable nature of the Indian higher 

education system which barred the process of quality achievement of the institutions, but it also 

mentioned about better strategic policies. Two of the major objectives of the commission as 

the part of the plan were "Higher education in India to be brought in line with and at the 

frontiers of global trends in higher education and knowledge development" and "Undertaking 

governance and regulatory reforms that focus on institutional autonomy within a framework of 

accountability and build adaptive capacity of the system" (MHRD, 2013). To improve the 

access, quality, and equity of higher education, the planning commission took single-minded 

narrow strategies instead of a holistic development approach. Along with this, the XII plan also 

paid attention in "a strategic shift in thinking is needed in several critical areas ranging from 

issues of access and equity to the teaching-learning process, research, governance, funding and 

monitoring" (MHRD, 2013). Among the major changing strategic shifts in thinking, the first 

and foremost shift is about increasing funds in the higher education sector, and these funds 

should be used strategically in the states. The focus was not to improve a handful number of 

institutions; instead, through a strategic move, the quality of institutions all over the country 

should be improved. This is where RUSA came into existence which was primarily meant to 

provide funds to state institutions, but these funds were to be given strategically through the 

State Council of Higher Education. 

1.7. Rashtriya Uchchatar Shiksha Abhiyan (RUSA) - A Centrally Sponsored Scheme 

The funding to states was based on critical appraisal of State Higher Education Plans, 

which described each state's strategy to address issues of equity, access, and excellence in 

higher education. The scheme was launched, keeping in view a few of the critical issues that 

the state higher education institutions were facing. First of all, it aimed at the quality 

improvement of the state institutions. This was done by conforming to the state institutions to 

prescribed norms and standards. RUSA made it clear that in the internal quality assurance 

framework, accreditation will be mandatory criteria. Secondly, RUSA also targeted to bring 

reform in the educational, affiliation, and examination system. The third objective was to 

eradicate the regional imbalances in terms of access to Higher Education and to bring equity 

through providing adequate opportunities to SC/ST, Backward classes, women, minorities, and 

differently-abled persons. The last objective was also one of the predominant criteria to claim 

the central funding is to establish a State Council of higher education in every state. The central 

funding (in the ratio of 60:40 for general category States, 90:10 for special category states and 
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100% for union territories) would be norm based and outcome dependent. However, this 

funding would flow from the central Ministry through the state governments/union territories 

to the State Higher Education Councils before reaching the identified institutions. As M. 

Anandakrishnan argued that, "This move is seen in the context of the Rashtriya Uchchatar 

Shiksha Abhiyan (RUSA) which aims at strategic funding and support to the state higher 

education system in order to achieve the goals of equity, access, and excellence. The state 

would not get any of the benefits under the RUSA unless there is a higher education council in 

place, and this has given the push for the revival of the body" (Anandakrishnan, 2015). Due to 

this, after the implementation of RUSA, many of the states were in the process of establishing 

SCHEs. Apart from the internal quality assurance, among the states which established SCHEs 

through their respective state acts, there was substantial variation in its composition and 

function. NPE-1986 and UGC suggested different guidelines of the works that these SCHEs 

should do. Even it is evident that all the existing SCHEs are doing various jobs, but still, "it is 

generally felt that there is a large gap between the functions mandated by the legislation and 

the actual performance of the most SCHEs" (Anandakrishnan, 2015).  

In the Indian scenario, National Policy on Education-1986 recommended the 

establishment of SCHEs and it was envisaged that after the economic reform of the 1990s as 

the mechanism to strengthen institutional autonomy and accountability at the state level. 

However, as it is argued and manifested that SCHEs have failed to achieve their goals. Then 

RUSA has been thought of to revive the condition of Higher Education. 

1.8. Global Scenario of Higher Education Councils 

In this context, the study attempted to locate the Indian SCHEs concerning some of the 

international case studies of SHEC. The major points emerged was that the higher education 

councils of these countries are significantly different from India.  

For instance, the Higher Education Funding Council of England (HEFCE), which 

focuses on strengthening the governance of Higher Education institutions in England. The 

council also aimed at strengthening the institutional autonomy and accountability. "Several 

other not-for-profit independent bodies in the UK link to, or are independent of, the funding 

bodies, fulfill a range of other quality assurance, quality enhancement and higher education 

Information Technology (IT) management services and development functions. All of the 
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functions carried out by several intermediary bodies are key to improving outcomes of teaching 

and research and overall institutional development" (World Bank Group, 2014). 

Secondly, the role of the central government in the SCHEs were increasingly being 

decentralised, and the provinces, municipalities and the universities have authority and power 

in the process of planning and other activities. There was a significant shift from a highly 

centralized system to an increasingly dispersed model of higher education council in China. 

Chinese higher education has entered into another phase of reform where the administrative 

reform is mostly focused. This administrative reform looks into the aspects of funding, 

monitoring, and self-regulatory system.  

Thirdly, due to the demand for the more systematic development of the higher 

education system of Higher education, the SHECs in USA had evolved at the state level. "The 

United States is a federal system in which both the federal government and states provide 

funding for the higher education system. The establishment and functions of SHECs had been 

influenced over the years by federal requirements that states establish planning commissions 

as a prerequisite for receiving federal funding" (World Bank Group, 2014). The SHECs in the 

US provides an interesting case study of the state-level council which interacts with the central 

requirements vis-à-vis the existing structures, cultures and practices of the state.  

These were the major International case studies of the State Higher Education Councils 

and their function. In this context, it was also necessary to understand the role and functions of 

SCHEs in the country. 

1.9. Other State Higher Education Councils of India 

Based on recommendation of NPE-1986 and as prescribed by UGC-1988, SHECs were 

established to empower states in the process of state’s growth and development of higher 

education in a decentralized manner. It was established as a state level policy making body and 

as an advisory council. These councils were meant to initiate dialogue between Centre and 

state. Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, West Bengal, Uttar Pradesh, Kerala, Karnataka, 

Maharastra and Gujarat were first few states which established SHEC. West Bengal was the 

third state to establish state council of higher education in the year 1994.      

The oldest SCHE was established in Andhra Pradesh as Andhra Pradesh State Council 

for Higher Education. Simultaneously this council had the "widest possible mandate in 
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development of higher education in the state" (Anandakrishnan, 2015). The fourteen-member 

council nominated academician as its chairman and vice-chairman. The council has been 

conferred with planning and coordination, academic and advisory functions and these functions 

were carefully reviewed by the Higher education department of the state. The council has the 

authority to permit private unaided degree colleges. "It is also involved in preparing and 

implementing state plans for higher education and monitoring their progress." 

(Anandakrishnan, 2015). To aware and guide the private unaided colleges about the NAAC 

assessment, the council also organises workshops in collaboration with NAAC and to provide 

them logistic support.  

Gujarat Knowledge Consortium is the main body in the state of Gujarat, apart from the 

State Higher Education department, which looks after all the matters of higher education in the 

state of Gujrat, though in terms of functions and mandates this does not work like any other 

SCHEs. The consortium performs certain tasks like pushing academic reforms, promotion of 

research through different programmes, helping institutions to conduct NAAC accreditation, 

and organising capacity building training for the administrative and academic staff.  

The higher education council of Karnataka is established in the year 2009. "The State 

Council is constituted by the state government which consists of 14 ex-officio members, all 

Vice Chancellors of State Universities, 10 academicians of repute as members, besides an 

Executive Director as the Member Secretary and an eminent educationist as Vice Chairman 

and the Minister-in-charge of Higher Education as Chairman… A smaller executive committee 

consisting of ten members is empowered to take decisions and deal with administrative matters, 

subject to ratification by the Council" (World Bank Group, 2014). The council looks into the 

following tasks – promoting academic excellence and social justice, ensuring the autonomy 

and the accountability of all higher education institutions of the state, and 'guiding harmonious 

growth of higher education under the socio-economic requirements of the state' (World Bank 

Group, 2014). 

Kerala State Council of Higher Education was established in 2007. It has three distinct 

bodies – advisory council, governing council and executive council. The council conducts 

"training for non-teaching staff, prepare schemes for financial assistance to colleges in 

conducting seminars, workshops and training" (Anandakrishnan, 2015). It provides academic 

input to the government and university, "review existing guidelines and furnish 

recommendations for regulating admissions to various courses and for appointments to the 
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posts of teachers and teacher administrators in Universities, colleges and other institutions of 

higher education" (World Bank Group, 2014) and review the Statutes, Ordinances and 

Regulations of the Universities in the state periodically.  

"The Uttar Pradesh State Council for Higher Education (UPSCHE) organised 

seminars/workshops to improve the quality of higher education in the state universities and 

colleges" (Anandakrishnan, 2015). The council also promotes "co-operation of institutions of 

higher education amongst themselves and explore the scope for interaction with industry and 

other related establishments" (World Bank Group, 2014).  

Tamil Nadu State Council for Higher Education was established in 1993 focusing on 

"developing higher education plans in the state, formulating norms for starting new higher 

education institutions, suggesting ways to augment additional resources for the sector, making 

suggestions to the government for determining block grants to the universities, examining 

statutes, ordinances and regulations of the universities etc." (World Bank Group, 2014).  

"Maharashtra had an SCHE which was apparently dormant. The state government has 

initiated the process of revival of the Maharashtra State Council for higher education as an 

overreaching body for planning and development of higher and technical education in the state" 

(Anandakrishnan, 2015). The council 'considers and approves the developmental program of 

the universities', 'recommends to the state government and to the universities the steps that may 

be taken to remove the regional imbalance' (World Bank Group, 2014).  

Indian SCHEs have not even achieved their targets but somehow "moving in this 

direction in the expectation that it will clarify the responsibility for defining institutional 

strategies and overseeing their implementation; for ensuring the effectiveness of institutional 

systems and for benchmarking institutional performance" (World Bank Group, 2014). After 

the implementation of RUSA the role of these SCHEs increased to a greater extent. The 

question remains even after eight years of RUSA, how far Higher Education councils have 

succeeded in fulfilling the task assigned on paper?  

Coming to the particular case of West Bengal and its existing higher education council 

which is West Bengal State Council of Higher Education (WBSCHE). It was established long 

back even before the launch of Centrally Sponsored Scheme like RUSA. With the 

recommendation of NPE-1986 and established following the state act, WBSCHE was 

established in 1994. However, before going into the WBSCHE's power and its function, it is 
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very important the current scenario of Higher education of West Bengal and what kind of 

assistance the state is demanding from RUSA. 

1.10. Higher Education Scenario in West Bengal 

A land of intellectual awakening, the pioneer of the Indian Renaissance and once 

considered to be the first modern state of the country has had a glorious past and have given 

birth to several modern movements, West Bengal played a significant role for spreading 

education at various levels throughout the country. This state produced several renowned 

educationists including Rabindranath Tagore, Aurobindo, Vivekananda, Vidyasagar, Raja Ram 

Mohan Roy and the modern-day Noble laureate Amartya Sen. Even the first university of the 

nation was established in Calcutta along with Bombay and Chennai in 1857 and even the first-

degree college of the country, Serampore College, was established in the soil of West Bengal 

only in 1818. There are plenty of other examples like this in support of the statement that West 

Bengal had a vibrant culture of education for years. From the pre-independence time to the 

post-independence phase, the state has cherished the status of an educated society. During the 

time of independence, the state was positioned number second just after Kerala. The state 

continued to be the frontrunner in the field of education, even after Independence. IIT 

Kharagpur, IIM Calcutta were among the celebrated higher education institutions that were set 

up during the 1950s and 1960s. Apart from these, there were almost 90 colleges in West Bengal 

in 1951, and Visva-Bharati also became the Central University during this time, following the 

model of Rabindranath Tagore.  

As the nation acquired independence it focused more on higher education than the 

school education, West Bengal Government had done the similar and focused on establishing 

higher education institutions than the primary or elementary or secondary education. So, the 

state government established more and more higher education institutions in West Bengal 

during this time. From 1951 to 1977, seven higher education universities were built and 

simultaneously the number of colleges were also increased to 151 during this time. So, it is 

quite evident that the state was really concerned about the status of higher education. In 1984, 

the first Education Commission was established under the Chairmanship of Bhabatosh Dutta 

to review the status of higher education in West Bengal and renowned by the name of 

Bhabatosh Dutta Commission. Primarily, the report was satisfactory, and the commission gave 

several recommendations to follow. However, unfortunately, these recommendations were not 

appropriately followed and eventually another commission was established in 1992 to examine 
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the education sector named Ashok Mitra Commission. One of the major comments that this 

commission had made regarding higher education of West Bengal was, "Quality has not kept 

pace with quantity in higher education too. The problem that most attracts attention is the 

unplanned growth of colleges" (Para 2.41). Somehow a hint of the downfall of higher education 

in West Bengal is given by this commission through this report. The Commission has 

recommended many aspects to improve the quality of higher education in the state but "…this 

recommendation was also ignored by the teachers and the government. The Commission's 

Report was in line with what Rabindranath Tagore had started at Santiniketan and Sriniketan. 

However, unfortunately for West Bengal, no government chose to follow the example he had 

set" (Bagchi, 2017). 

So, as Ashoke Mitra Commission suggested in 1992, the same words had been said by 

the most recent Education Commission in 2015. The West Bengal Education Commission, 

chaired by Samir Kr Brahmachari, has raised the recent challenges in the West Bengal 

education system, mainly in higher education. As the commission report pointed out –  

Ironically, the intellectual legacy seems to have rapidly faded during the last several 

decades and the state was left with tales of migrating talents, collapsing standards, 

battered laboratories as well as the financial crisis in the educational sector. Until 

recently, the lack of fresh thinking to revive the sinking morale and spirit of the 

educational sector has suffocated the educational system in the state. 

The current scenario of the West Bengal Higher Education system is very challenging. 

The ambiguous position of the state in higher education is that it continues to produce scholars 

and human resources in the national and international platform, but closer scrutiny, however, 

reveals a progressive erosion of the competitive strength of the state. Students of the state are 

comprehensively losing their competitive mindset and attitude in the national and international 

level. This continuous downfall of the students raises several questions on the higher education 

system, on the role of higher education institutes, on the education policies of the state and the 

role of several statutory bodies existing in the state. Samir Kr Brahmachari Education 

Commission (2015) of West Bengal has also noted –  

While the number of institutions – be it schools, colleges or universities – has grown 

significantly in volume, the expansion has evaded the aspects of quality, equity and 

inclusiveness. It is not surprising thus that the state has slipped to the lowest slab of the 
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educational scenario in the country. Ironically, the same set of students who once prided 

in being products of the state have continued to migrate to other states and countries. 

There has also been a concomitant and progressive shortage of teachers in our 

educational institutions. 

While analysing the AISHE final report of 2013-2014, before the implementation of 

RUSA, several data came up, which quite clearly justifies the claim of the Brahmachari 

Education Commission report. According to this AISHE report, West Bengal had 985 colleges 

existing in 2013. West Bengal was the fourth largest populated state of India at present. The 

state had only 9 colleges on per lakh population, in comparison to India's 26 colleges per lakh 

population. In this scenario, the state holds the fourth last position. It is not that there was no 

demand for colleges in the state. The average enrolment of students per college was 1487. 

Based on enrolment, it secures 3rd position in the entire nation, way ahead of Indian average 

enrolment. So, this visibly showcases the discrepancy between the demand and supply factor 

in education. The pupil-teacher ratio in the colleges of West Bengal then it stands in a much 

lower position even in comparison to the standard India ratio. Where the India PTR in the 

colleges is 21:1, in West Bengal it is 37:1, in comparison to the states like Kerala it is 14:1 and 

Andhra Pradesh 16:1. Another interesting data is about the number of universities and the 

density of colleges then the reason for the downfall of higher education in West Bengal can be 

addressed. The state stands at eighth position in the entire nation in terms number of 

universities it has. The state had 27 number of total universities, among them 20 are State 

Public University, 1 Central University, 4 Institute of National Importance, 1 State Open 

University and 1 Deemed University, Private. In terms of density of colleges, the state stands 

at 14th position, even below the entire Indian density of colleges. With reference to NAAC 

accreditation data, up to 2016, 154 colleges were assessed based on that the average grade of 

the colleges was 2.52 and ranked number 17, way below than all other larger states of the 

country.  

The data provided above illustrates the dilapidated quality of higher education in the 

state of West Bengal. West Bengal government built West Bengal State Council of Higher 

Education in 1994, just after the liberalisation policies have taken place in the entire nation. 

The council was assigned with different tasks. Among all of the tasks, the affiliation of the new 

universities and new colleges, the extension of affiliation of new subjects, preparing 

consolidated programmes in the higher education field of the state, keeping in view the 
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guidelines issued by UGC and its subsidiary body RUSA and the present government in State 

from time to time and assist in its implementation. In the year 2014-2015, the council received 

48.04 crores of funding under the scheme of RUSA, out of which Rs. 40.79 crores have been 

distributed to the colleges and the universities. However, the question remains, even after five 

years of this why the higher education of West Bengal has not been shown a sign of 

improvement? 

In this context the West Bengal Education Commission proposed to benchmark the 

state against some of the more successful yet comparable population and economies (Vietnam) 

to set an achievable roadmap for 2020 and 2030. The Commission, after careful deliberations, 

agreed on Vietnam and Germany (though structurally different) to be the immediate and future 

benchmarks for West Bengal's education sector to achieve respectively in terms of statistical 

numbers. Both Germany and Vietnam have a comparable population size to West Bengal. West 

Bengal has around 1,311 higher education institutions. Vietnam has 366 higher education 

institutions and Germany has 320 higher education institutions. However, on the contrary, 

Vietnam has 58 Universities for 366 colleges and Germany has 108 universities for 320 

colleges, whereas West Bengal has only 24 universities for 1311 colleges. The total enrolments 

of students in schools for West Bengal accounts to 1,83,74,798 whereas in higher education 

institutions 18,69,324 get enrolled. The total number of teachers in schools stands at 6,23,785 

and 31,085 in the higher education institutions. As a result, West Bengal school PTR (Pupil-

Teacher Ratio) averages 29.4, while for higher education 42.88 is recorded. The national 

average for both school and college PTR is 25. Vietnam, in 2016, had a PTR of 24.9 and 

Germany 7.29. So, even in the context of comparison made by the council with the other 

countries, the state is lagging, and there was an attempt to achieve the standard like Vietnam 

and Germany.  

Quality of education can be defined through different perspectives and narratives. 

However, if we define it through two major aspects, one is the infrastructure and second 

availability of teachers, then West Bengal stands below par the standard it had once during and 

after the independence. As a result, the student's migration in higher education is a common 

phenomenon in West Bengal. Several reasons can be attributed to this. Even after the 

liberalisation policies have taken place and the neo-liberal age is in vogue, the state hardly had 

any private player to invest in the sector of higher education. There are very few private 

universities but how far these institutions are accountable in the sense of quality, that is also a 
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matter of introspection. Based on the state made policy, West Bengal State Council of Higher 

Education gave affiliation to several new universities but even if these universities are built 

even then these institutions will suffer on the basis of quality for a longer period of time due to 

lack of faculty recruitment and infrastructure. As the latest commission has pointed out –  

Strengthening institutional capacity, achieving expansion with quality, repositioning 

the educational system to align with current trends, improving the availability of skilled 

teachers and developing sustainable policies are major challenges confronting the 

present situation (Brahmachari Commission, 2016).  

So, the current study focuses on role of West Bengal State Council of Higher Education 

in the implementation of the National Higher Education Mission (RUSA) for the improvement 

of quality in the state universities and colleges.  

1.11. Rationale of the Study 

The main rationale of the study was to understand the ground reality in implementation 

of the centrally sponsored scheme RUSA and to assess how WBSCHE prepares strategic plans 

to enhance the quality and expansion of higher education. This study also gives an insight into 

why the Southern state like Kerala or Andhra Pradesh higher education councils are more 

successful in terms of two parameters namely expansion and quality of higher education in 

comparison to West Bengal which has a rich history of education. So, the main rationale of the 

study focuses to understand the current situation of Higher Education after first State Higher 

Education Plan gets obsolete in 2018 in West Bengal and what steps have been taken by the 

WBSCHE under the flagship programme of RUSA for further improvement of higher 

education in the state. Another important rationale of the study is to analyse the changing role 

West Bengal State Council of Higher Education (WBSCHE), the way it was envisaged and 

what it turns out to be.  

1.12. Research Questions 

1) What role a statutory body like West Bengal State Council of Higher Education play 

in improving the condition of Higher Education in West Bengal? 

2) Which transitions are made by existing council like WBSCHE to meet the 

requirement of RUSA?  

3) Why public funding scheme like RUSA is essential in Higher Education?  
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4) How does RUSA influenced the expansion and quality of higher education in West 

Bengal?  

5) Does the funding from RUSA helped in facilitating the quality of higher education 

in West Bengal?  

6) How far the current scheme of RUSA is different from the earlier funding patterns 

of UGC? 

1.13. Objectives 

1) To analyse the role of State Council of Higher Education in supporting the Higher 

Education institutions in West Bengal 

2) To examine the Implementation of RUSA through WBSCHE 

3) To study how RUSA has impacted the Higher Education in West Bengal 

1.14. Research Methodology 

Primarily, the research was designed in the qualitative method taking support from the 

basic quantitative data. For the quantitative data, it relied on the AISHE and annual report of 

West Bengal. The study was done in document analysis and administrative survey methods. 

Secondary data analysis and desk reviews were done to triangulate data collected from the 

field. It was conducted in two phases.  

Stage I - In the first phase the study focused on policy analysis and the centrally Sponsored 

scheme, RUSA was analysed through policy content analysis method. Through analysis of the 

RUSA scheme document, the study critically examined the genesis of it and how it was 

different from the earlier UGC funding pattern. The analysis of the scheme also perceived the 

current implementation status and impact of RUSA in West Bengal higher education 

institutions, whether the scheme contributed towards expansion and quality of higher 

education. The research was carried out mainly through qualitative method where the policy, 

as well as content analysis, were the major methods for conducting the secondary data analysis.  

Stage II – In this phase, the interview schedule was prepared for the college and university 

administrators, who were dealing with the implementation of RUSA in their respective 

institutions, to have a closer look at the ground level implementation of the RUSA scheme. 

These interviews were conducted purely based on random purposive sampling. 
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1.15. Scheme of Chapterisation 

Chapter I: Introduction: The first chapter based on an extensive literature review attempts to 

understand through different issues related to Higher Education, the need for public funding in 

a country like India. It traces the history of Indian Higher Education, through different phases 

in Higher Education system got evolved in different timelines like in the nineties, the public 

institutions got replaced by the private and massification of Higher Education emerged as a 

trend. In such a socio-economic context, need of center-state dialogue and public funding to 

Higher Education became the need of the hour to reduce inequality, disparity and 

unprecedented growth of Higher Education due to the new-liberal policies. This was the 

backdrop of establishing State Council of Higher Education, initially and later on the launch of 

the centrally sponsored scheme RUSA. This chapter traces this in historical context and then 

contextualise the gap existing in the functioning of WBSCHE and the implementation of RUSA 

in West Bengal.  

Chapter II: Review of Literature:  The chapter locates the current scenario of higher 

education from different studies to identify the research gap. These studies based on the global 

as well as national perspective vis-a vis the existing higher education set-up of the state West 

Bengal. After extensive review, themes that emerged were massification of higher education; 

Higher Education Governance and Policies; Privatization of Higher Education; Political 

Intervention in State Higher Education in Indian Context; Indian Higher Education Council 

and RUSA and Funding in Indian Higher Education. This provides the basis for tracing 

research gap and justify rationale of the study.  

Chapter III: Research Methodology: This chapter discusses the rationale of the study, the 

objectives, the research questions of the study which were drawn out of the literature review. 

This chapter elaborately discusses the methods and methodology of conducting the study. In 

this the population, sample, sampling technique, data collection tool, data analysis technique, 

all these aspects were discussed along with the theoretical framework of the study.  

Chapter IV: UGC and Implementation of RUSA in West Bengal: This chapter majorly 

focused on the shift of Higher education funding from the earlier UGC fund to the current 

RUSA fund. The chapter analyses RUSA scheme keeping in view the reference point of UGC. 

Through different stages of scheme analysis, policy content, policy context and policy 

implementation, the study analyzed the current RUSA scheme to understand the necessity of 
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the new mechanism of funding. The chapter also explored different dimensions of RUSA 

scheme implementation in West Bengal vis-a vis the State Higher Education Plan (SHEP). It 

further analysed the previous SHEP (2014-2017) and also took in account the shift in the 

existing SHEP (2018-2021).  

Chapter V: Analysis and Interpretation of Data: In this chapter, data collected from the 

administrators in Higher Education Institutions of West Bengal, collected through interview 

schedule, have been analysed to understand the perspective of the administrators with respect 

to the RUSA scheme and the role of the WBSCHE. This chapter dealt with the primary data 

analysis, done through thematic analysis. The chapter also triangulates field data with 

secondary data and policy analysis.  

Chapter VI: Summary, Conclusion and Recommendations: This chapter summarises the 

study and narrated the findings of the study. How the theoretical framework of the study had 

been critically justifying the findings of research work was one of the major concerns of this 

chapter. This chapter gives the concluding remark along with the limitation of the study. It also 

attempted to recommend further areas for research as well as the development of higher 

education in the West Bengal state in the arena of higher education. 

The study phased out according to the establishment of the universities into three major 

phases, one was before 1994 which meant before the establishment of WBSCHE, the second 

phase was after 1994 and the establishment of WBSCHE and the third was after 2014, the year 

in which RUSA was launched. Through critically analyzing the expansion of higher education 

institutions in these phases, it implied at the influence of liberalisation, neo-liberalisation, the 

establishment of WBSCHE and launch of RUSA in the higher education development of West 

Bengal. This current study mainly focused on the implementation of centrally sponsored 

scheme RUSA through the West Bengal State Council of Higher Education. The study 

attempted to understand that if there was a gap between the legal provision of functions 

assigned to SHEC and the functions this statutory body is performing in the field.   
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Chapter II 

 Review of Literature 

 

Present chapter would review research articles, books, papers, policies, government 

reports, documents available on proposed research work. Through thematic review, this chapter 

pointed out major findings of relevant literature. After thorough reading and analyzing 

literature, the study bifurcated emerged themes in global and national perspectives. Through 

these themes, this chapter attempted to find out research gap.  

2.1. Massification of Higher Education  

2.1.1. Global Scenario 

This phenomenon of massification is not a phenomenon of India only, it has spread 

globally. Through the report titled "Trends in Global Higher Education: Tracking an Academic 

Revolution" prepared for the UNESCO 2009 World Conference on Higher Education by Philip 

G. Altbach, Liz Reisberg, and Laura E. Rumbley. The report reasoned the shift to post-

industrial economies, the rise of the service industries, and the knowledge economy as the 

driving force of the higher education expansion and massification. The same argument of 

massification and expansion of higher education can be seen in other articles like 

"Massification and Diversity of Higher Education systems: Interplay of Complex Dimensions" 

by Sarah Guri-Rosenblit et al. As it argued, "The massive expansion of higher education across 

all continents has been one of the defining features of the late twentieth and early twenty-first 

centuries. By 2000 the total enrolment within higher education institutions was about 100 

million students, representing about 20% of the relevant age cohort worldwide, whereas at the 

start of the twentieth century only around 500,000 students were enrolled in higher education 

institutions over the globe” (Schofer and Meyer, 2005; Clancy et al., 2007). UNESCO also 

pointed out that "Nowadays, already several countries, notably within Europe, have achieved 

entry rates of more than 50% of the age cohort" (UNESCO, 2003).  

So, the phenomenon of massification is not happening in India alone. Instead, it has 

been a scenario in the entire globe. One of the major reasons of massification of higher 

education in India is as N.V. Varghese puts it, "Following the economic reforms in the early 

1990s, the higher education sector in India adopted market-friendly changes that included the 

privatisation of the public institutions and promotion of private institution" (Varghese, 2019). 
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However, the problem with the privatisation and massification of higher education in countries 

like India is what M. Muzammil in the article "Growth and Expansion of Private Higher 

Education," states "Private colleges are now coming up in every region of the country. 

However, the colleges are mainly concentrated in urban or semi-urban areas and are less 

flourishing in the remote villages. Top class institutions are concentrated in metros and urban 

agglomerations only. Government colleges are left to serve the rural population in backward 

and unserved populations so the country" (Muzammil, 2018). This is hinting towards the fact 

that there is higher education expansion or massification through privatisation, but this 

expansion is not unequal, which is creating inequality in society. Even this growing inequality 

is a major concern even in the writing of N.V. Varghese also stating "Higher Education in 

India: Managing the Sector's Unprecedented Expansion" that "However the market permeation 

and massification of the sector is accompanied by persisting inequality in access to higher 

education, and regional inequality in the distribution of institution has also widened" 

(Varghese, 2015).  

So, the entire discussion brings into consideration two of the major concerns in the 

sector of higher education, the first one is the unprecedented growth and privatisation of the 

higher education sector and second one is related to the first issue, that is the growing inequality 

in the sector of higher education. Talking about the issue of unprecedented growth, as Beteille 

(2007) pointed out, in India, "the growth has been unplanned and chaotic, characterised by 

inadequate facilities, outmoded teaching methods and lack of quality faculty." As a result, 

gradually, the massification is leading to a system of higher education, which compromises the 

quality of that sector. UGC Report 2012 had themselves accepted the fact that "Low graduate 

rates serve poor employment opportunities and poor salaries after graduation." In the article, 

"Improving Access and Quality in the Indian Education System," S. Hill and Thomas Chalaux 

stated the fact, "Graduates are weak not only in knowledge and skill formation but also in soft 

skills such as the ability to communicate in the workplace" (Hill and Chalaux, 2011). So, the 

overall quality of higher education has come under stake due to many reasons, and among all 

the massive unplanned growth and massification of higher education is one of the major 

reasons. 

Another issue is the growing inequality of the higher education sector as the private 

institutions are serving the urban and semi-urban areas, while the rural and remote areas of the 

country are deprived. All the top-class private universities are mainly situated in metropolitan 
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cities, whereas the government is setting up colleges for the rural population in the backward 

and remote areas of the country gradually leading to the growing inequality in society. This is 

one of the major reasons why the government should take more care of the government colleges 

established in the remote places of the country. The concern of quality in these institutions is 

particularly strong.  

2.1.2. National Scenario 

N. Jayaram’s article "Higher Education in India: Massification and Change," traces 

history of the Indian higher education system and argues, "India's post-independence academic 

system was inherited from the British. The universities, to which almost all of the 700 

undergraduate colleges were affiliated, were mainly examining bodies, with small post-

baccalaureate programmes. These colleges, generally small with around 500 students, were 

affiliated to universities that determined the curriculum, set and administered examinations, 

guided admissions, and awarded degrees. The undergraduate colleges possessed little 

autonomy. This affiliating system, although much criticized, continues to the present. A few of 

the universities were single-campus ''unitary'' institutions without affiliated colleges, and these 

resembled academic institutions in the West with undergraduate and graduate as well as 

professional degree programmes. A few research organizations in specialized fields do 

advanced fundamental research in some scientific disciplines. While much has been added to 

the Indian higher education establishment, little has changed in the basic structure of the 

universities (Jayaram 2004). However, in the current scenario "With over 900 universities, 

40,000 colleges, 1.3 million teachers and 36.6 million students in 2017-18, Indian higher 

education is the second-largest system in the world" as N.V. Varghese contended in the article 

"Higher Education in India: Managing the Sector's Unprecedented Expansion" (2019) which 

clearly hints at the fact that the growth of higher education is too rapid in India. In the same 

article, Varghese has also mentioned that "In the recent past, the higher education sector in 

India has experienced and unprecedented expansion, leading to the massification of the 

system." So, what are the reasons for this massification which is faced by the Indian higher 

education system? The main reason can be cited as the economic reform of the 1990s. 
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2.2. Higher Education Governance and Policies 

2.2.1. Global Scenario 

In the European countries, the higher education sector is running through this top-down 

approach, but simultaneously allowing the institutional level planning and governance to 

develop the system. "…with many top-down regulations issued by governments, which are 

related to the structure of higher education systems, many bottom-up initiatives have 

contributed to the diversification of higher education systems in many countries, particularly 

in Eastern and Central European countries, and in developing countries. The most notable 

phenomenon relates to the flourishing of many for-profit private establishments, extensions, 

and virtual-type universities" (Guri-Rosenblit, 2001).  

Even in case of the Centre state relationship and policy making, as education in India 

is in the concurrent list, there persists a huge communication gap to deal with the existing 

problems at the institution level. This issue of governance has also created problems in other 

sectors, like the quality of the institutions. After the massification and privatisation, the 

government institutions are still, to some extent, accountable to their affiliating agencies, but 

the private institutions are nowhere maintaining the issue of accountability. For them, profit-

making is the one and only motive vis a vis the service they are proving to the education sector. 

As a result, the system and the governance of these institutions are not transparent at all. As 

Levy points out, "Private colleges have been more adaptable in course offerings and are 

typically commercially oriented" (Levy, 2006). Anandakrishnan also doubted the transparency 

of the private institutions as, "…only 25% private institutions have transparent policies and 

aspire to provide high-quality education, while the rest participate in 'deceitful practices' and 

do not reinvest fund" (Anandakrishnan, 2004).  

2.2.2. National Scenario 

"Despite India's recent efforts towards eliminating and streamlining some of the 

regulatory requirements, India's model for Higher education governance is one of the world's 

most top-down and most authority is exercised by the state" (Enders, 2004 & The Economist, 

2005).  

Maximum higher education governance policies of India are decided and implemented 

from the top, and the institutions have very little chance to take part in the decision making. It 
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is not that this top-down approach of higher education has very little to do with the development 

of higher education, but at the same, the down-top approach is necessary for the diversification 

of the system.  

Another important issue regarding the Indian higher education governance is its over-

regulation and under governance. Somehow, the higher education institution governance in 

India failed to continue with the 'idea of the university' through its changing governance 

pattern. Indian universities always tried to adopt borrowed ideas of governance from the 

Western countries, forgetting the fact that there is always a difference in the idea of the 

university since the colonial period. This difference is the reason for contradiction behind 

private and public characteristics of universities and Higher Education system in India. 

Universities should be targeting to achieve quality and excellence comprehensively. As 

literature notes, "Universities should be accountable and performance-oriented" (Bhushan, 

2019), and to achieve this, 'interdisciplinarity in pedagogy' should be one of the major tools.  

2.3. Privatisation of Higher Education 

2.3.1. Global Scenario 

Leaving aside a very few renowned universities in the USA, there are almost no private 

universities that are in the top 100 ranks in the world. So, western countries do not prefer 

privatisation, and instead, they recommend it for developing countries like India. As the 

literature points, 'Privatisation' is somewhat of a 'fuzzy concept' (Starr, 1988). Tilak in his 

article "Private Higher Education in India" pointed out the fact that "Private universities in the 

USA use their autonomy to attract the best students and best faculty from around the world 

while private institutions in India use their autonomy mostly to breach the state rules and 

regulations" (Tilak, 2014). In the entire globe, there are very few countries that have adopted 

this privatisation strategy and progressed not only education but also socially and 

economically, except the instances like Korea and Japan. Hans N. Weiler’s article "State, 

Market, and University Funding: New Paradigms for the Reforms of Higher Education in 

Europe," vividly illustrates about the growing privatisation and its effect in Europe at the 

beginning of 2000s. According to Weiler, privatisation is the input control system to output 

control. It seems encouraging to a system where resources will be allocated based on 

performance. Weiler questioned the existence of a democratic governance structure in higher 

education institutions after the intervention of the market. The article also raised a few issues 
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regarding the external resources coming from the market as the external resources are of 

questionable longevity, with a specific hidden cost, and institutions have to compromise to its 

intellectual profile while receiving the external funds because the institutions need to set its 

priorities. It also pointed about the discrimination that can happen towards the students coming 

from different economic backgrounds. Tilak’s article "Private Higher Education in India," also 

points towards question of equity. Sudhanshu Bhushan argues that in the future of higher 

education, efficiency overshadows the distributional benefit of higher education to the poor 

section of the society. However, simultaneously, Weiler has refers about some of the positive 

sides of private participation in higher education. Accordingly, privatisation challenges the 

monopoly of public farms of Higher education. It also creates a hybrid situation where both 

sectors can complement each other. Privatisation should not be considered as an alternative 

way of funding Higher education, but it is an "organisational and structural alternative" 

(Weiler, 2000). 

2.3.2. National Scenario 

India adopted the 1990s neo-liberal policies associated with the World Bank and IMF, 

which drives the country towards accepting privatisation. Initially, the nation was not ready to 

accept it, which becomes the reason for a confusing approach of the state towards privatisation. 

State failed to define privatisation in adequate terms. They revolved around different terms and 

policies. Privatisation, private participation, commercialisation, and Public-Private partnership 

– clubbing, defining and regulating, all these factors in a politically and economically powerful 

setup, where the market started to control every decision making, beyond the ability of the 

State mechanism. Government illustrates the reason for the dearth of the fund to meet the 

increasing demand for Higher Education behind the intervention of the private players. 

Privatisation introduced as a tool of accessibility, expansion, and development of the Higher 

Education sector, but gradually it took a form of a 'goal' in itself. Comparing to the Western 

countries where the privatisation is complementary to public institutions, but in India, private 

sector is capitalizing state inadequacy and withdrawal from the Higher Education sector. 

Gradually, private sector of India is reaching ‘an alarming level’ (Tilak, 2014), whereas 

countries are not adopting privatisation model instead prescribing it for the developing 

countries. If this is the scenario on the one side, then on the other side, the nation-state proposed 

a centrally sponsored scheme like RUSA, which is a public funding initiative to support the 

state higher education sector. It clearly hints towards conflict of interest between the Planning 
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commission and MHRD, as the Twelfth five-year plan proposed to remove the 'not for profit' 

tag from the universities.  

Talking about the issue of privatisation in the state of West Bengal, as Amiya Kumar 

Bagchi’s article "Failure of Education Policies in West Bengal, since 1951: An Analysis" on 

privatisation of education reflects how it has created a serious equity issue. It explained how it 

affects equity as access to education, especially in its higher education is not a public good, it 

confines to the rich: it affects efficiency because there is little accountability, especially given 

the poor quality of monitoring and inspection. Privatisation of education affects all sectors of 

society. If a medical student has to pay a crore of rupees for getting a degree from a medical 

college, it is unrealistic to expect him to treat his patients in conformity with the articles of the 

Hippocratic oath. Similarly, a civil engineer receiving poor-quality training endangers human 

lives through faulty construction of houses, bridges, and roads. Sebak Kumar Jana’s article, 

"Higher Education in West Bengal: An Overview," refers to unequal access of higher education 

for the privatisation policies that the governments are taking recently. The privatisation of 

higher education with high tuition fees has aggravated the unequal access further. The NSS 

data illustrates that the share of poor (first two lowest quintiles) in private institutions was about 

17 percent, which was lower than non-poor, at 27 percent (top two quintiles) (Thorat, 2017). It 

also points at government's two policy initiatives in respect of privatisation: West Bengal 

Government's Policy and Guidelines for setting up the Private Universities, 2013, and West 

Bengal Government's Policy and Guidelines for setting up self-financing General Degree 

College, 2015 (Government of West Bengal 2016). So, if on the one hand for the massification 

of higher education government is more akin to allow the private players to play a major role 

in opening higher education institutions, but on the other hand, the government is not getting 

enough investors in the education sector for quality higher education. The issue of accessibility 

and the issue of accountability becomes a major concern for the government also.  

2.4. Political Intervention in State Higher Education in the Indian Context 

Apart from the privatisation in the state, West Bengal being a very active state in terms 

of politics, the political intervention is always a major issue to talk about. Amiya Kumar 

Bagchi’s article "Failure of Education Policies in West Bengal, since 1951: An Analysis" 

analyses that for a longer period, the leftist government was ruling in the state, trying all 

possible ways to control the market to intervene in education as well as all sectors of the state. 

So, the leftist government has somehow opened to informal privatisation of education through 
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the burgeoning of private tuition and coaching centers. However, under the Trinamool regime, 

most decisions have been left to the market, as is partly indicated by the rapid growth of private 

universities. Bagchi’s article figured out several other problems regarding this political 

intervention that is happening all throughout the state. It states, "…how admissions to 

educational institutions is determined by student leaders of the ruling party, often with financial 

side-payments into the bargain, how a college principal is beaten up because he had prevented 

the wife of a leader of the ruling party from adopting unfair means, and so on and so forth. If 

teachers' politicization was one bane of the educational system in West Bengal under the Left 

Front, lawlessness has become its hallmark under the TMC regime." Even the latest Education 

Commission of West Bengal also talked about the socialist legacy of the state. Brahmachari 

Commission noted, "Bengal's socialist legacy has resulted in education being a principally 

public-funded entity. This has made the government and its associated administrative 

machinery, one of the prime layers in the educational scenario."  

2.5. Funding in Higher Education 

2.5.1. Global Scenario 

In comparison to India, other East Asian countries, namely Hong Kong, Taiwan, South 

Korea, and Singapore, these countries spent a lot more of their GDPs in the education sector. 

Ka Ho Mok’s article "Liberalisation in the Privateness in Higher Education," states, "The four 

East Asian Tigers (namely, Hong Kong, Taiwan, South Korea, and Singapore) have devoted a 

considerable amount of public money to education. Total public expenditure on education now 

ranges between 3.5 and 4.5 percent of GDP. Although the GDP ratio in the four East Asian 

Tigers is relatively low when compared with Western countries, education is one of the most 

important and high spending policy areas. Public education is about 20 percent of the total 

budget in the four Tigers. The state is still the dominant funder of education in these societies. 

Despite the state's financial commitment in higher education, we have noticed that higher 

education funding sources have been diversified in South Korea, Taiwan, Japan, and Hong 

Kong in the last decade" (Mok, 2007).  

These countries are spending more on higher education than major Asian giant 

countries like India and China. This scarcity of funding is gradually becoming the reason for 

the degradation of quality. As Lindsay Daugherty and others in the book, "Building the Links 

between Funding and Quality in Higher Education: India's Challenge" argued, " Inadequate 
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financial support from the government to meet the growing demand for higher education also 

been cited as a factor driving low levels of quality in the Indian higher education system" 

(Daugherty et al. 2011). In the same article, Daugherty and others have also argued about the 

funding discrepancy persisting in the Indian higher education system. The argument focused 

on the unequal fund allocation to the state and the central universities of the country. It was 

noticed, "The allocation of funding for higher education also varies substantially according to 

institution type" (Daugherty et al. 2011). It further argued that this kind of misappropriate 

support to a few of the national institutions has had two negative quality impacts. It is quite 

obvious that when the funding is allocated based on the institution type, then this gap of funding 

increases the quality differential between the institution of the state level and the central level. 

Another negative quality of this kind of funding is that "the incentive to increase quality is 

limited at all levels of institutions since funding does not follow initiative to raise quality" 

(Daugherty et al. 2011).  

So, Indian higher education is suffering from inadequacy and discrepancy of funding. 

To overcome this inadequacy, the Indian government has taken certain policy initiatives, and 

among all the policy initiatives, one is “a new centrally sponsored scheme (CSS) – Rashtriya 

Uchchatar Shiksha Abhiyan (RUSA) – was introduced to provide funding for public HEIs. The 

state universities and colleges are provided resources to improve their infrastructural facilities 

based on the plans prepared by the institutions” (Varghese et al. 2018).  

2.5.2. National Scenario 

"State universities are suffering from underfunding and overregulation, resulting in 

poor infrastructure, difficulty hiring quality faculty, unyielding affiliating system, little 

opportunity to innovate or improve" as stated by Daugherty et al.’s article "India's Current 

System of Higher Education" which focuses on the dilapidated situation of funding in state 

higher education. "The share of higher education in the total government expenditure is an 

indication of its commitment to the sector. The share of higher education in the total 

expenditure of the central government declined over a period of time from 2 percent in 2000-

2001 to 1.38 percent in 2011-2012. In other words, priority given to higher education as a 

whole has been very low, and it has declined over the years" (Tilak, 2016) this is how Tilak 

argues in the declining importance of higher education in a country like India. However, this 

declination is not a phenomenon from the side of the central side only, the as per the MHRD 

report 2012, the states have also cut down their share of the budget from the higher education 
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sector, and this fall is one of the major reasons for the waning quality condition of the state 

higher education. As the report suggests, "As noted previously, a major share of expenditure 

on education is accounted for by the state. Although the states spend nearly 75 percent of the 

total public expenditure on education, the state's share declined to 61% in higher education 

(MHRD, 2012). Following the recommendation of the Kothari Commission report of 1966, 

"the national government was supposed to increase the allocation to education to at least 6 

percent of the national income. However, in 2014-15 only 4% (4.04%) of the GDP was being 

spent on education" (Varghese, 2018).  

2.6. Indian Higher Education Councils and RUSA 

M Anandakrishnan’s article "State Councils of Higher Education: Expectations and 

Experiences," published in "India Higher Education Report 2015" edited by Varghese and 

Malik, extensively argued about the challenging role of State Higher Education Councils. In 

the article, the question is raised, 'how far these councils are in a position to carry out the role 

of planning and coordination of higher education in the respective states in the issue worth 

examining'. The article traces the establishment of SCHEs which are established based on the 

recommendations of the NPE-1986 as modified in 1992. Anandakrishnan clearly stated the 

major functions of the SCHEs. SCHEs were established to work as a coordinator between the 

state and the central. As education is in the concurrent list, there is a huge amount of confusion 

and failure of planning, which results in unplanned growth of the Higher Education institutions. 

SCHEs were established to eradicate this confusion between state and Centre to control the 

state higher education institutions. From its very genesis days, the SCHEs suffer from the 

problem of power distribution. The problem of autonomy and the political will to function the 

SCHEs remained in its core. Now the need for SCHEs becomes more imperative when the 

central government had taken the scheme of RUSA in 2014. RUSA aimed at 'strategic funding 

and support to the state higher education system in order to achieve the goals of equity, access, 

and excellence. The state would not get any of the benefits under the RUSA scheme unless 

there is a higher education council in the place.' Some of the SCHEs have made serious attempts 

towards the execution of state-level plans like WBSCHE has promoted academic and 

administrative audit system. The article raised the question, time and again, that do these 

SCHEs actually acting the way it was visualized under NPE or RUSA? For the proper 

implementation of RUSA scheme, SCHEs need to be established, but SCHEs have to be the 

facilitator. It should play advisory roles and not become a fund distributor.  
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Anandakrishnan also pointed out a discussion with the SCHEs "indicated that there is 

an urgent need to review the functioning of the councils under the broader canvas of their 

strengths and weaknesses." It discussed the following points, which had emerged in discussion 

with the SCHEs. 

Firstly, for RUSA, SCHEs are at the center of state-level planning for higher education, 

but in reality, there is a clear gap in understanding how funds flow. In relation to this, the 

question of the positional hierarchy is also a point of argument. SCHEs are not aware of their 

position with the state government, department of higher education, and national-level bodies. 

So, the place of SCHE with relation to the department of higher education and ministry is not 

clear. Secondly, the SCHEs are not free to make decisions as autonomy is not given to them. 

They are not delegated with the necessary power functions. In a maximum number of cases, 

the final decision lies with the state government. So, in the regulatory power and decision 

making, SCHEs are finding their role very unclear.  

From these views, SCHE's role in implementing RUSA come under serious question 

because RUSA relies on SCHEs for the planning and implementation in the state level. SCHEs 

were supposed to provide coordinated governance taking into account institutional autonomy 

and accountability, where the role of the state is minimal. Another important factor is political 

intervention and political compulsions in the growth of higher education institutions. These 

SCHEs are not free from this State political intervention that hinders their free autonomy. This 

is one of the major reasons that Anandakrishnan argued in favor of the fact that the SCHEs are 

not conforming to the objectives set by the NPE-1986 or POA 1992 or RUSA.  

The article dealt with many of the future directions given to the SCHEs for the better 

functioning of it. These future directions are –  

• Decision-making process needs to be more decentralised where the SCHEs should be 

delegated more powers in the process of planning and coordination so that schemes like 

RUSA can be appropriately implemented to enhance the quality of higher education in 

the respective states 

• The position of SCHE in the overall governance structure of higher education in the 

respective states should be unambiguously defined.  

• Fund flow through SCHE should be streamlined. 
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• The availability of data on Higher Education needs to be streamlined, and coordination 

between and Nodal officer RUSA is required.  

As Sudhanshu Bhushan’s article, "Future of Higher Education Financing and 

Governance" noted, "RUSA to support state universities and colleges, having a low success in 

terms of the gap between resource allocation during the twelfth plan and meager resource 

disbursement during the same period" (Bhushan, 2019).  

In another report from the World Bank group published in 2014, "State Higher 

Education Council in India: Opportunities and Challenges," reveals the significant gap between 

the legal obligations and the actual current practices of existing State Higher Education 

Councils, and it also pointed at the expectations of RUSA. It emphasized need to strengthen 

the role and functions of the existing higher education councils. The establishment of effective 

SHECs is an essential step for accomplishing the goals of the RUSA scheme.  

As it has already been discussed that one of the pre-requisites for RUSA requires that 

state should form a SHEC. RUSA has listed sixteen objectives. The sinteenth is "facilitate the 

creation of the State Council of Higher Education (SHECs)." RUSA intends that SHECs are to 

play a central role in the delivery of the RUSA vision "to attain higher levels of access, equity, 

and excellence in the state higher education system with greater efficiency, transparency, 

accountability, and responsiveness." 

This report reviewed the challenges faced by the existing higher education councils in 

meeting the role and functions foreseen under RUSA. The report attempts to answer the 

following questions –  

1. What are the characteristics of the existing councils? 

2. To what extent the existing councils conform to the RUSA requirement? 

3. What lessons can be drawn from the experience of the existing SHECs in making the 

transition from the existing state councils to the councils that meet the RUSA 

requirements or from the establishment of new state councils that meet these 

requirements? 

After conducting case studies of the SHECs of India, it is revealed that there is a 

significant gap between the formal state legal provision related to SHEC's functions and the 

actual implementation of these functions. Several SHECs have been bestowed with certain 
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formal powers and responsibilities, but it had not exercised their full authority as several of the 

SHECs have foreseen RUSA powers and functions, but they are not applied in practice. From 

the case studies, it is quite evident that tasks assigned to the SHECs were not carried out 

properly. Strategy and Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation, Quality Assurance and Academic 

Functions, Advisory Functions, and Funding Functions – these are the primary five functions 

of the State Higher Education Councils, but in reality, these jobs are not done adequately.  

2.7. Research Gap  

Despite being second largest higher education sector of globe, Indian higher education 

sector suffered a great deal. There had been certainly a ‘conflict of interest’ between the 

Planning Commission and MHRD regarding the privatization policy and public funding of 

state institutions. Massification of higher education through the mechanism of privatisation, 

the crunch of the fund in the public higher education sector affected the quality of higher 

education directly. The top-down governance model restricted the participation of the 

institutional governance for the upliftment of the sector, all these issues enforced the 

government to launch one Centrally sponsored scheme, RUSA, as already discussed in all the 

states of the country with certain criteria like the establishment of SCHE. In the case of West 

Bengal, the state council had existed since after the recommendation of the NPE-1986. The 

council "undertakes inspections for the approval of the new institutions and extension of 

courses. It is currently acting as a nodal Centre as appointed by the Nodal Board of 

Accreditation. It serves as a liaison between UGC, state, and university for quality, service-

related matters (teaching and non-teaching staff), interpretation and formulation of rules and 

statutes" (Anansakrishnan, 2015). However, as the literature clearly emphasised at the fact, "It 

is generally felt that there is a large gap between the functions mandated by the legislation and 

the actual performance of most SCHEs" (Anandakrishanan, 2015). At the same time, in another 

report from the World Bank Group, it was stated, "As a general observation, the case studies 

reveal a significant gap between the formal (de jure) state legal provisions related to SHECs' 

functions and the actual implementation (de facto) of these provisions. Several SHECs have 

been bestowed with certain formal powers and responsibilities, but in practice, they have not 

exercised their full authority…" (World Bank Group, 2014). So, this study attempts to look 

into this gap of WBSCHE's legal provisions of functions and its actual performance in the case 

of implementation of RUSA in the state of West Bengal. The research work also critically 

evaluated impact of RUSA implementation in West Bengal since the origin of RUSA in 2014.   
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Chapter III 

Research Methodology 

 

3.1. Introduction 

 

This chapter narrates the research technique adopted and used for this study with the 

aim of attaining the research objectives and to guide the research work in purview of the 

theoretical framework. It also comprises description of the instruments used to conduct 

interview.   

The main rationale of the study was to understand the ground reality in implementation 

of one centrally sponsored scheme and to know that how the WBSCHE prepares strategic plans 

to enhance the quality of higher education and also for the expansion of higher education. The 

study also attempts for an insight on why the Southern state like Kerala or Andhra Pradesh 

higher education councils were more successful in terms of the two parameters of higher 

education expansion and quality enhancement in comparison to West Bengal which has a rich 

history of education. So, the key rationale of the study was to understand the current situation 

of higher education in West Bengal and what steps were taken by the WBSCHE under the 

flagship programme of RUSA for further improvement of higher education in the state. 

3.2. Theoretical Framework 

The research work particularly dealt with the existing higher education policy RUSA 

which was implemented by the central government in the year 2014. So, why it became so 

necessary to bring this scheme which strategically funds the higher education sector mainly to 

the state institutions. The growing disparity between the centrally sponsored higher education 

institutions and the state sponsored higher education institutions become a major issue in the 

education sector of India. The issue became more concerning when schemes and policies like 

SSA, RMSA had helped in increasing the quality of school education, higher education among 

different states felt a huge backlash due to growing funding inequality between state and central 

sponsored colleges. The situation of the government institutions was dilapidated in those states 

where the public funding was the only source and the open market of private funding in 

education somehow does not match up to the demand of the higher education. The Centrally 

sponsored scheme and policy RUSA came as a financial support to state higher education.  

The research work had been conducted in two stages. First stage dealt with the policy 

document analysis of RUSA and the second stage was more concerned with the role of 
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WBSCHE in the implementation of RUSA in state and also about autonomy of the state 

colleges as a participant in decentralised planning to receive funding from UGC under RUSA 

scheme. So, entire study was primarily to understand the changing role of State Higher 

Education council, analyzing the policy of RUSA, and understanding its deviation from the 

earlier reference points, which was UGC funding. While analysing a policy, it was very 

necessary to understand three major points regarding the policy, it was about the formulation 

or the origin of the policy, policy process or the implementation process of that policy and the 

probable outcomes of that policy. Before going into the analysis part of the policy, it was 

necessary to understand how the policies are formulated and how policy researches used to 

take place. The approach that is followed in basic social science research is different from the 

approach of the policy research. The general social science researches follow the top down 

approach where the issue and problems are decided by the researcher beforehand through 

proper literature review and finding gap in research. Once the research gap is found then the 

researcher visits the field to collect data and responses of the stakeholder. In contrary to this, 

the policy research follows the bottom top approach, where the ground level problem is the key 

to any policy. The problem is identified in field first through different surveys and stakeholder’s 

responses and based on that problems, any policy is formulated. Now while formulating any 

policy what kind of a role the state as well as the policy makers play in the major platform of 

the theoretical framework of this research. So, how the policy is formulated and implemented 

in the ground in the policy analysis framework.  

This research work was an attempt to analyse the implementation of RUSA from the 

theory of state. Theories of state has three different approaches to understand the different 

aspects of policy analysis. These three approaches are –  

• Pluralist Approach 

• Interpretative Model consists of neo-Marxist Approach and neo-Managerial approach 

• Neo-corporatist approach 

This study followed the first approach of policy analysis which takes into account the 

state’s role as a service provider. As this study dealt with the problem of West Bengal, a state 

which in spite of having a reputed legacy of education was not doing well in comparison to the 

other states of the country in terms of expansion as well as quality. Among many reasons, one 

of the main reasons could be scarcity of funding from the state as well as dearth of private 

funding which provides quality education. So, when the centrally sponsored scheme RUSA 
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came into existence, how far the scheme was able to meet the demand of higher education in 

the state.  

In the first approach, the study attempted to analyze the state’s role as “service hatch” 

in the process of policy making. When the policy makers in the government formulate schemes 

like RUSA, do they really respond to the social demands and the demands of the subject. From 

this perspective, public policies are conceived as responses to social demands and their analysis 

is in turn located in a perspective based on the optimisation of collective choices, the rationality 

of the decision-making processes and the behaviour of ‘bureaucrats’.  

3.3. Research Questions  

7) What role a statutory body like West Bengal State Council of Higher Education play 

in improving the condition of Higher Education in West Bengal? 

8) Which transitions are made by existing council like WBSCHE to meet the 

requirement of RUSA?  

9) Why public funding scheme like RUSA is essential in Higher Education?  

10) How does RUSA influenced the expansion and quality of higher education in West 

Bengal?  

11) Does the funding from RUSA helped in facilitating the quality of higher education 

in West Bengal?  

12) How far the current scheme of RUSA is different from the earlier funding patterns 

of UGC? 

3.4. Objectives  

1. To analyse the role of State Council of Higher Education in supporting the Higher 

Education institutions in West Bengal 

2. To examine the implementation of RUSA through WBSCHE 

3. To study how RUSA has impacted the Higher Education in West Bengal. 

3.5. Rationale for Research Methodology  

Once the literature review is done and the researchers understand theoretical and 

conceptual framework of the study and formulates the specific objectives on the basis of the 

research questions emerged from the review. It becomes necessary to decide and consolidate 

the research methodology of the study. Methodology is considered to be the backbone of any 
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study. It provides a pathway to conduct the research work. Methodology gives the lens and 

perspective to achieve target objectives of the study.  It sets the limits, boundaries and rationale 

behind conducting that particular research. So, one transparent and well-conceived 

methodology helps the researchers to achieve their objectives in a systematic way.  

3.6. Research Approach 

After extensive literature review, the research questions emerged and the broader 

objectives decided, could best be accomplished through a qualitative in-depth study, taking 

help of quantitative data to strengthen the critical argument and analysis. The objectives 

demanded detailed information regarding the scheme and its implementation. So, intensive 

interviews helped the researcher to gain a clear idea of the functions of council and the 

processes of implementation of the scheme. The primary study was also been triangulated with 

the help of policy analysis and desk reviews of secondary resources. At the same time, the 

study also needed quantitative data to uphold existing issues and problems regarding different 

parameters of quality like GER, PTR, number of institutions, NAAC accredited institutions etc 

in the state.  

The research design of this particular study had been designed keeping in mind the 

qualitative in-depth analysis and quantitative data to make the study more systematic and 

scientific. It is not true that quantitative studies are only scientific. Scientific research can be 

qualitative or quantitative in style. In qualitative research, the procedures are much more 

public.  

3.7. Research Design 

This study had been done following survey research design. Data collected through 

survey research; administration survey had been done to interview the administrators. This type 

of research is used to collect information about a particular group’s notion, belief, attitude and 

also demographic composition. Survey data were collected through in-depth interviews and 

also can be administered through questionnaire. In the administration survey the researcher 

attempted to infer information about the population based on the representative sample drawn 

from the larger sample.  

There are two ways of conducting this survey research, one is cross-sectional studies 

and longitudinal studies. This particular research work had been conducted on the ‘cross-
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sectional survey’ research design where data collected from selected individual at a single point 

in time. This design is effective for providing a snapshot of the current scenario and 

understanding among a population. 

3.8. Sampling 

The population of the study was the Higher education institutions of West Bengal. 

Higher Education institutions meant the general degree colleges and universities of the state. 

The target population of the study were administrators of the colleges and universities, who 

were in charge of implementing RUSA scheme in that institution. After target population, the 

researcher had selected sample in a random purposive way depending on the region, 

performance and NAAC gradation. The sample population included administrators of nine 

institutions, seven colleges and two universities.  

3.8.1. Rationale Behind Choosing West Bengal as Field 

• West Bengal was among the first two states which accepted decentralization 

governance in 1970s and also initiated administrative decentralization through all three 

major steps – de-concentration, delegation and devolution.  

• West Bengal was also among first three states which established State Higher Education 

Council in 1994-1995 

• WBSCHE was established in 1995, even after that the state failed to match up the 

standard of the nation in terms of expansion as well quality of Higher Education 

3.8.2. Analytical Sample 

• Administrators dealing with RUSA from two state universities, Calcutta University and 

Gour Banga University were interviewed to understand the process of implementation 

of RUSA.   

• Administrators, principals or vice-principals or concerned person dealing with RUSA, 

of colleges had been interviewed to understand their perspective of RUSA and its 

implementation. Seven college administrators under different universities were 

interviewed.  

The following figure shows that the names of the selected universities and colleges. But 

researcher could only interview administrators of two universities, Calcutta University and 

Gour Banga University. The researcher could not interview the administrators of other two 
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universities, Burdwan University and Barasat State University, due to time crunch as well as 

issues regarding consensus of the University Authorities. All the seven college administrators 

were interviewed.    

Figure 3.1. - Sample Population of the Study 

 

3.8.3. Rationale of Sampling 

All samples were taken purposively by the researcher. The rationale behind this kind of 

sample was all these universities and colleges, except two colleges, received funding under 

RUSA 1.0 in the 2015 under the component Infrastructure Grants to Universities and 

Infrastructure Grants to Colleges. Among all these universities and colleges, there were two 

colleges, one was Bhairab Ganguly College, Belghoria under Barasat State University and 

Vivekananda College for Women, Barisha under Calcutta University were funded under RUSA 

2.0 in 2018.  

The universities and colleges received funding in 2015 are the initial stakeholder of the 

scheme and they should have received and utilised the entire amount of fund in this period. So, 

the researcher got a clear view of the implementation process, strategic planning, issues of 

autonomy, monitoring and transparency issues of the scheme.    

The researcher also selected two colleges which received funding in RUSA 2.0 and in 

the year 2018. The reason behind selecting these two colleges as sample was to understand the 

changing pattern of the scheme. Though these colleges might not receive all of its funding or 

had not utilised funding at its full but colleges might still give a perspective of funding pattern 
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and changing scenario of higher education of the state which was facilitated through the RUSA 

funding.   

3.8.4. Sampling Technique 

The adopted sampling technique was Random Purposive Sampling. The researcher had 

selected the sample in a random purposive way depending on the region, performance and 

NAAC gradation.    

3.9.  Tool for Data Collection 

The study had dealt with both primary as well as secondary data. In primary data, the 

researcher conducted field study to interview sample population to gather in-depth data. To 

collect secondary data, the researcher did policy analysis in the first place and at the same time 

to triangulate that field data researcher had also analysed certain secondary sources. Those 

secondary source documents were related to RUSA implementation in West Bengal. Along 

with this the study had also included quantitative numerical data from All India Survey of 

Higher Education (AISHE).   

3.9.1. Primary Data Collection 

Data collected through interview schedule. The researcher prepared one semi structured 

interview schedule for principals or vice-principal or administrator concerned with RUSA of 

the higher education institutions, (colleges and universities) to understand their views and 

perspective in decentralised planning to fund the state higher education institutions. 

The tool consisted of 15 questions, dealing with role of the SCHE, colleges and 

universities in the funding pattern of RUSA. The questionnaire also catered to critical issues 

like autonomy of institution in strategic planning, transparency and monitoring of scheme, 

quality concerns of the state higher education.  

 The researcher had used mobile phone as a recorder with the prior permission of the 

administrators to maintain research ethics. 

3.9.2. Rationale of Using Interview Schedule 

The research primarily dealt with the educational administrators who supervised RUSA 

in their respective educational institutions. So, the rationale behind conducting interviews was 
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majorly due to the issue of time. Administrators are always engaged in their administrative 

tasks. If the questionnaire was mailed to them, then administrators might not find time to fill it 

and send it back. But in case of face to face interviews, respondents answered within the given 

time frame. 

Apart from these, as the researcher was not conducting a complete structured interview 

rather a semi-structured interview schedule had been used where the respondents could express 

their views going beyond the questions asked. This also helped the researcher to gather more 

detailed information regarding the council, RUSA scheme and its implementations.  

3.9.3. Secondary Data Collection 

As a secondary data, researcher had analysed the RUSA scheme through content 

analysis model. The scheme analysis had been done keeping in view the reference point of 

UGC as a sole funding body before the inception of RUSA. There were other secondary sources 

of data. These were State Higher Education Plan (SHEP) 2014-2017, State Higher Education 

Plan, 2018-2021, West Bengal (RUSA 1.0 & 2.0) Snapshot of Approval and Releases of fund 

(Institution wise), Component Wise Funding document and also the AISHE reports of 2012-

13 and 2017-18.   

3.10. Field Experience 

The researcher had done his field work from 3rd February to 21st February, 2020. Within 

this period, the researcher travelled 4 different cities, Kolkata, Burdwan, Malda and Amta. In 

all these four cities, seven colleges and two universities had been visited. The researcher 

wanted to interview administrators of four universities but due to time crunch and issues 

regarding permission to interview, the study limited to only two universities. Among all the 

sample colleges and universities, Gour Banga University, Calcutta University and Basanti Devi 

College, Kolkata had shown special interest in the research topic. The researcher also wanted 

to interview administrators of the West Bengal State Council of Higher Education (WBSCHE). 

But after reaching to the field, it was informed that WBSCHE was not the responsible authority 

to implement RUSA. It was done by RUSA Directorate of Bikash Bhavan, Department of 

Higher Education, West Bengal. When researcher applied for permission to interview 

authorities in RUSA Directorate, administrators there asked the Institute (NIEPA) to write for 

permission of data collecting and this writing should reach the directorate in a proper channel 
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and not through the scholar. It was easier for researcher to get permission of the colleges to 

interview their authorities.   

3.11. Analysis of Data 

The research dealt with two sets of data, both secondary and primary. This study had 

analysed both set of data differently.  

In Chapter IV, the researcher analysed the RUSA scheme comparing and contrasting it 

with the earlier Higher Education funding agency UGC. The scheme was analysed in three 

stages, policy content, policy context and policy process. This chapter had also included other 

desk reviews and secondary data analysis. These secondary resources include State Higher 

Education Plan (SHEP) 2014-2017, State Higher Education Plan, 2018-2021, West Bengal 

(RUSA 1.0 & 2.0) Snapshot of Approval and Releases of fund (Institution wise), Component 

Wise Funding document and also the AISHE reports of 2012-13 and 2017-18.   

In Chapter V, the researcher analysed the primary data collected from the field. This 

primary data analysed in a triangulation process. The data had been analysed thematically and 

each theme had been triangulated with the secondary data, policy and the resources analysed 

in Chapter IV.   

3.11.1. Scheme and Document Analysis 

The scheme had been analysed in three stages. They were as follow –  

Figure 3.2: Policy Content 
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The second stage is –  

Figure 3.3: Policy Context 

  

And the third is –  

Figure 3.4: Policy Process 

 

While analysing the policy, these three stages of any policy were kept in mind. This study had 

kept into account four major issues, those were –  

• How far the scheme is better than the previous schemes formulated by the government 

for the development of higher education. The research work will set certain reference 

point in analysing the current scheme. 

• It will also take into account, on what ground this scheme will change the current 
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• This analysis of the scheme talks about the expectations of the RUSA and what are the 

outcomes of the scheme. In this the study will analyse the last five year’s (2014-2019) 

RUSA report of the state. 

• The stage of scheme analysis also deals with the ‘appraisal of the impact’.  

These were the major areas that this analysis of the scheme has looked into. As there was one 

reference point, similarly, scheme was analysed with certain theories. In this theoretical 

framework, all aspects of scheme like the origin, processes were examined. In the policy 

analysis framework, there were different approaches to analyse any scheme. The CSS RUSA 

had been seen through the lenses of these approaches. Policy analysis through the content 

analysis was another aspect of the study.  

3.11.2. Primary Field Data Analysis  

The collected data analysed through thematic analysis method. All the interviews were 

recorded in the audio recorder of the mobile phone with the permission of the concerned 

authority. After coming from the field, the researcher had transcribed the interviews. Later 

transcribing, the researcher categorised the interview schedule questions and their responses 

on the basis of its similarities which catered one particular issue related to objective of the 

study. From the categorised questions and responses, the researcher attempted to construct 

codes in an analytic process. Codes can be constructed in two ways, one is data-driven coding 

and other is concept-driven coding. Coded responses will be categorised, and one or more 

categories will be précised to broader themes. The researcher analysed these themes on the 

basis of the responses and perspectives received from the administrators. After analysing the 

primary data, the study also triangulated it with secondary data and scheme analysis. 
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Chapter IV 

UGC and Implementation of RUSA in West Bengal 

 

As was discussed in the previous chapter, this study was conducted in two stages, and 

this chapter represents the first stage of the study. The major objectives of the study clearly not 

mentioned RUSA scheme analysis, but a scheme or a policy could not be understood in 

isolation. To understand existing scheme of RUSA, it was necessary to have a clear idea of 

prior system of funding and why RUSA came into existence. These two significant queries 

could only be understood by analysing the previous UGC funding and the present scheme 

document. It gave an understanding of the underlying assumptions of both systems of funding, 

and it also clarified differences in the funding patterns. This chapter also analyzed current status 

of RUSA in the state of West Bengal. It was necessary to critically evaluate ground-level 

implementation reality of the scheme.  

4.1. UGC and Indian Higher Education 

Through an Act of Parliament in November, 1956, University Grant Commission 

(UGC) was established. University Education Commission (Radhakrishnan Commission) 

recommended UGC to regulate growing Higher education system in post-independence India. 

During colonial period, a body like UGC was thought of to monitor higher education. After 

independence, this regulatory mechanism had evolved but it pointed towards earlier thoughts 

of colonial period.  

Indian higher education system always agonized from challenge of management in the 

administrative affairs, which led to underutilization of funds, the dearth of professionals in 

system led to the lack of absorption capacity of institutions. Since the establishment of it, grants 

were given to the state and the central institutions through UGC. These grants were disbursed 

to Central and State universities, colleges through under section 2 (f) and 12B of UGC Act, 

1956, and also through different schemes meant for higher education institutions. These funds 

directly flow to universities and colleges of the state, which created a miscommunication 

among the state government, central government, and colleges of the state, regarding the 

monitoring of these institutions. State government felt that they were not at all responsible in 

monitoring of these colleges and institutions, the reason being funds were disbursed by UGC 

directly to these institutions without the knowledge of the states. The universities and colleges, 
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on the other hand, suffered from the 'procedural bottleneck and red-tapism' (MHRD, 2013) lead 

to massive delay in the disbursement of funds. This also became another hurdle to optimum 

and timely utilisation of funds. The hurdles for the absorption of the funding received by the 

state institutions from UGC were as follows –  

Figure 4.1: Hurdles of Fund Absorption 

 

Source: MHRD, 2013 

As the above diagram points out, these three issues were the significant reasons for the 

resultant underutilization of the resources at the college and university level. On the one hand, 

the state institutions received disproportionately a small amount of grant in comparison to 

Central institutions from UGC. However, on the other hand, state institutions, due to their lack 

of institution-level decentralised planning and mismanagement in administrative section, failed 

to utilize even that small fund. This hindered expansion, equity, and excellence of the colleges 

and universities at the state level. Gradually gap between the central and state universities in 

academic outcome increased.  

Until 2012-13, the funding system of state and central universities was done solely by 

UGC, a statutory body established in 1956. The funding received by the state and central 

universities was not disbursed in a normative way; instead there were projects and schemes of 

the government and UGC, through which these funds flowed. The most striking factor 

regarding this funding was inefficiency of UGC to fund newly established institutions. Among 
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Regulations Under the Act’ clearly mentioned that whom UGC can fund and whom not. The 

1956 Act pointed out in section 2 (f) –  

"University" means a University established or incorporated by or under a Central Act, 

a Provincial Act or a State Act, and includes any such institution as may, in consultation 

with the University concerned, be recognised by the Commission under regulations 

made in this behalf under this Act. 

And the act in its section 12 (B) also clarified in power and the functions of UGC related 

funding: 

…allocate and disburse, out of the Fund of the Commission, grants to Universities 

established or incorporated by or under a Central Act for the maintenance and 

development of such Universities or for any other general or specified purpose; 

These two Acts clearly refrained UGC from funding newly established universities and 

colleges. Now, the fact remained that Section 12B presupposes all facilities and infrastructure 

to be in place before funding began by UGC. This also became a matter of great concern that 

when UGC was established, there were a smaller number of colleges and universities in the 

country, so it was easier for the commission to take care, monitor and fund these institutions. 

However, with the advent of time, number of higher education institutions increased, and it got 

harder for UGC to manage and monitor all these institutions. The outdated form of monitoring, 

fund disbursement was no longer helping in enhancing the quality of existing institutions and 

created a problem for the newly established institutions to receive fund. So, until 1990s, the 

government had adopted a different model of PPP or Public-Private Partnership, the number 

of higher education institutions in the country never increased in a significant manner. 

However, as mentioned earlier, when the number of institutions increased, UGC failed to 

control all of them. It became a complicated situation for the commission.  

As mentioned earlier, the funding of institutions both at the Centre as well as state level 

was not done on a normative basis. Instead, UGC had created different projects and schemes 

for institutions, and these institutions used to apply for funds according to their need. This 

might sound systematic and logical at one point, but simultaneously, holistic, normative 

approach of achieving a target of quality education could never be achieved through these 

projects. Funding was always provided in bits and pieces. This process of funding could be 

termed as an ad hoc basis funding, which is coordinated poorly and inundated by extreme 
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bureaucracy. UGC had 62 schemes for the educational institutions. All these schemes were 

narrated thoroughly in the XI plan guidelines of UGC. All these schemes were not meant for 

every institution. UGC categorized these schemes in five different sections. So, there were five 

categories, these were –  

1. For universities only 

2. For colleges only 

3. For both university/colleges 

4. For the Department of University 

5. For Individual 

All these categories consisted of various schemes, and any institution required fund, for 

any particular purpose, could select specific scheme to receive grant. This process of fund 

disbursement to the colleges and universities was never taken into consideration with holistic 

approach of developing the higher education system.  

While talking about the different schemes of the central government, there were also 

different schemes and projects which had similar kind of objectives. These schemes were 

parallel to each other, that created much confusion while disbursing funds. The planning 

commission had created the B.K. Chaturvedi Committee, which recommended to integrate 

several schemes of the central government and the UGC, which were running concurrently and 

parallelly to RUSA. The committee had recommended to harmonize its objectives to achieve 

the economies of scale. This recommendation of the B.K. Chaturvedi committee was a platform 

towards the origin of RUSA, which was a tool to correspond to national programs for funding 

state universities and colleges through a single over-arching umbrella scheme in Centrally 

Sponsored Scheme architecture. 

On one hand, the umbrella scheme was designed to cater to problem of state universities 

holistically, but at the same time, it was also meant to deal with the problem of institutions 

through micro level planning. Every institution required different type of intervention and 

financial support from the state. When institutions and the states had given the authority to plan 

on their own and ask for funding according to that plan, then it was quite expected that issue 

of absorption and underutilization of funds could no longer exist at institutional level. 
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4.2. Issues and Problems of State Higher Education 

Funding was one of the major problems of state universities and colleges, but except 

funding, these state higher education institutions also suffer from different other issues. In 

broader terms, these issues had been related to the problem of governance and autonomy in 

academic and administrative sectors. When any educational institution is under the control of 

state, but simultaneously state has no control in its finance sector, it starts facing problems of 

monitoring. Indian higher education system contended with problems like bureaucratic system 

of administration and monitoring of the institution, inefficiency of the administration, lack of 

accountability, and significantly with the issue of political intervention in all the aspects of 

universities and colleges.  

One of the major problems that state higher education system faced was regarding its 

affiliation. After neo-liberal regime, private actors started establishing new colleges taking 

affiliation from any particular university, but states failed to establish university keeping pace 

with the colleges. Gradually situation became worse for limited number of universities to 

monitor a large number of colleges. According to data provided by UGC in the year 2012, there 

were universities like Osmania University in Andhra Pradesh, which had highest number of 

affiliated colleges. The University had 901 affiliated colleges. This kind of scenario of any 

university could never focus on the improvement of quality and standard of academics. The 

University spent the maximum amount of its resources in the process of managing colleges and 

conducting student examinations. The University could pay minimal focus on academic quality 

and research. Without improvement in research quality, any higher education institution can 

never uplift its overall academic quality.  

The issue was not only with quality of research but also with the scarcity of faculty in 

the colleges and departments. The state universities had never paid attention in fulfilling faculty 

positions, and instead, they compensated the position through recruiting ad hoc teachers, 

contractual teachers, part-time teachers, and guest teachers. So, on one hand, teachers were not 

recruited, on other hand, when the central universities and also the private universities and 

colleges started flourishing, getting funding from Centre or through private funding, then the 

quality teachers of the state universities and colleges moved to these central universities or the 

private universities and colleges. It was quite evident that funding was one of the primary 

reasons behind this kind of situation in the state universities. But this was also becoming reason 

of dilapidated higher education quality among the states. So, the situation remained same from 
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beginning of this decade to till date. Instead of bridging gap between state and Centre’s higher 

education system, it was reassuring inequalities.  

Another issue that perpetuates poor condition of the state higher education was its 

governance issue. Governance of state universities was purely dominated by bureaucratic 

system or by dominant political ideologies that intervene to control system of education. Any 

of the two situations were not amicable for flourishing quality higher education. An institution 

should always be politically vibrant, but this vibrancy should never intervene in administrative 

decision making. As an example, selection of the Vice-Chancellors should be a process, which 

needs to be done through the least political intervention, if not nil. However, in scenario like 

this, it is quite clear and also disturbing that the selection of VCs is made based on consideration 

made by political parties. This selection should be made purely based on merit, along with 

leadership quality. When VC is selected in this process, he/she lacks administrative leadership, 

and then this may lead to student unrest. This kind of practice not only hampers quality of the 

University but, at the same time, it is also impeding the identity, indigenous culture of any 

institution. Along with administrative leadership, state universities were also suffering from 

poor quality of academic leadership. The institutions did not have many groomed academic 

staff to lead any departmental task.  

The autonomy of state higher education institution was another area of concern. The 

external forces widely influence the institutions, and it was delimiting the autonomy of 

institution. As autonomy of the institution was curbed, administrators failed to decide in favor 

of universities or colleges. Even though universities had little freedom to make administrative 

decisions but many times, they were bound to external authorities while forming curriculum 

and conducting examination. The higher authority majorly made decisions regarding 

recruitment, curriculum, and syllabus development, conducting the examination. The 

universities had very little to say in it, according to their need. So, state institutions were 

somehow controlled by external forces without being partners or participants of decision-

making processes.  

4.3. Steps to Improve the Existing System 

The issues and problems discussed so far are pointing towards higher education system 

that is existing among states of the country, and it is urging and asking for a reformation of 

state higher education sector, which was long overdue. If this inequality between Centre and 
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state higher education and private sector of higher education cannot be mended as soon as 

possible, then this growing inequality will intensify the inefficiency of the system. However, 

future of the nation will also be at stake as 40% of the students enrolled in state universities. 

This kind of serious problem demands a comprehensive university reform program. This 

reform program should not only be done by the central government, but state is also responsible 

and an important stakeholder of the reformation program. In this context, it is also necessary 

to mention that states are spending a very less percentage of their GSDP for the higher 

education sector. So, not only central government but state government should also have to 

change their state policies and adopt some normative policy to reform state higher education 

sector.  

Until 2012, the institutions were never considered important in matter of planning for 

the development of that particular institution. External forces, be it political force or 

administrative hierarchy or bureaucratic structure, had always influenced the institution. 

However, now this needed to be changed. The government could play the role of 'service hatch' 

to deliver services according to need of the institution, as UGC was doing in the disbursement 

of funds through different schemes and policies, but these policies were not holistic. It did not 

accommodate to overall need of any institution. Colleges and universities had to make their 

own plan. Based on that, states have to prepare a comprehensive state higher education 

Perspective Plan, which would successfully measure requirements and needs of state 

universities and colleges for a better, equitable, and balanced distribution of resources.  

As discussed earlier, problem was not regarding funding alone. There were other 

problems like affiliation. So, one of the possible ways of resolving this problem of affiliation 

was reducing total number of colleges from any university. In this process of reducing number 

of colleges, states needed to establish many more new universities. If states received funding 

for establishing new universities, then, they could affiliate many colleges to newly established 

universities. Another way of resolving this affiliation problem was elevating better performing 

colleges to autonomous colleges and later on convert them to universities. West Bengal's 

Presidency college can be an ideal example of this. It was initially affiliated to Calcutta 

University. Later on, it received status of the autonomous college, and finally, it was upgraded 

to autonomous University. St. Xavier’s College of Kolkata is another example of that kind. In 

this process, colleges got academic as well as administrative autonomy to function better.  
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If this is a process of structural reformation for resolving the problem of affiliation, then 

another way is to dividing universities into several campuses to deal with many more affiliated 

colleges. The University of Mumbai, which had 711 colleges affiliated to the University, 

divided its campus to this resolve this problem. However, it was also kept in mind, 

simultaneously, that a substantial portion of the revenue of the universities generated from 

affiliated colleges. So, if the colleges were dispersed to different universities or tagged 

autonomous status, then this revenue generation could be hampered. So, along with structural 

reformation, issue of university financing should also be considered. Similarly, academic staff 

colleges needed to be established to train the administrators and academicians to deal with 

administrative and departmental tasks.  

4.4. Rashtriya Uchchatar Shiksha Abhiyan (RUSA) 

The discussion above can be considered as a backdrop or premise for RUSA scheme. 

In the argument, so far, the role of UGC is discussed. UGC had certain limitations in handling 

and controlling universities and colleges of state higher education sector. UGC had been 

guiding through an age-old guiding principle that failed to cater to the problems of quality 

education at state level. It was also very significant to notice that current scenario of Higher 

Education at state level and what were their problems and issues. Along with this, probable 

solution is also discussed. While discussing solution of problems of state institutions, an urgent 

need felt, and this needed 'to adopt a systematic and well-calibrated program which encourages 

competition amongst institutions for excellence and prestige' (MHRD, 2013). Instead of having 

multiple schemes for Higher Education, there should be one umbrella scheme that will 

holistically solve problems of the state universities, be it problem of funding, or the problem 

of affiliation or governance and autonomy. So, whenever a policy is designed, it follows three 

major steps. One of them is about content of the policy. Policy contents are derived from ground 

level issues that become a problem, and policy attempts to resolve that problem. Indian Higher 

Education has suffered a lot with the issues of funding. As the study has already discussed that 

UGC funded the institutions since independence, but the process of funding is somehow not 

sufficient enough to enhance quality of Higher Education in country and also to eradicate 

regional difference and disparities existing in the country. Though question may arise whether 

funding is the sole reason for quality enhancement, and the answer might be negative. Other 

factors are existing related to Higher education of India, which are responsible for the poor 

quality of Higher Education. However, among all of them, fund is a major issue, and 
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institutions across the country are suffering from scarcity of funding. So, centrally sponsored 

scheme RUSA, as a part of Resource allocation policy, has been formulated for the expansion 

of Higher education and improvement of quality of the Higher education system.  

Figure 4.2 – Scheme Content 

 

Till date, before the launch of RUSA, all these tasks were handled by UGC, so while 

bringing this new scheme, it needed to assure that the role of UGC should not be diluted. 

Instead, a decentralised institutional and state-level planning should be encouraged through the 

scheme, which would always be monitored by UGC. As argued,  

The operationalisation of the new scheme would be in a manner that streamlines and 

harmonises with the activities of the UGC. The institutional framework needs to be 

structured in order to ensure that the UGC's role is not undermined, but rather the UGC 

is made and equal partner in the entire process. Therefore, UGC's role in the new CSS 

has been clearly defined and institutionalised. (MHRD, 2013) 

So, policy or scheme RUSA had come into existence to replace the individual 62 

schemes and projects of UGC existed earlier and to treat higher education holistically at the 

state level. After the content of the policy formulated, it was also essential to understand the 

context behind formulating any policy. The policy was formulated based on different contexts 

that exist in society. Centrally Sponsored Scheme (CSS), RUSA, was also the product of factors 
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about society. It had its situational, structural, cultural, and also the international context in its 

backdrop. After globalisation and the economic reforms of the 1990s, education sector of India 

has seen the rapid change, and influence of the private sector stimulates unequal growth and 

expansion of Higher Education in the nation. The repercussion of economic reform, on one 

hand, states accepted liberal economic policies have expanded rapidly, and states like West 

Bengal did not accept the economic reformation, had failed to expand the sector. However, on 

other hand, due to UGC's non-normative funding process helped in growing regional 

inequalities. This gave the situational context of bringing Centrally Sponsored Scheme of 

RUSA to fund all regions of the country in a symmetric way to restore regional equality. The 

policy was also needed to change the structure of funding process. 

Figure 4.3 – Scheme Context 

 

After content and context of the policy, entire policy process goes through different 

stages. As literature puts it, "Process comprises the initiation, development, negotiation, 

communication, implementation, and evaluation of policies" (Buse, Mays, & Walt, 2005). So, 

policy process has four different stages – 
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Figure 4.4 – Scheme Implementation 

 

RUSA is a policy that had been formulated on the basis of problems discussed earlier. 

However, many a times, after formulation of the policy, implementation and evaluation part 

are ignored. This study analysed the policy, on the basis of previous schemes existed for state 

higher education of India and also analysed role of West Bengal State Council of Higher 

Education in its implementation process.  

The previous schemes and projects that existed in UGC were somewhere trying to cater 

to problems of state higher education in bits and pieces, and holistic approach was missing 

somewhere. There were fifteen schemes for Universities only, twelve schemes for colleges 

only, separate twelve schemes for both colleges and universities, there are three 

schemes/projects for departments of colleges and universities and finally separate twenty 

schemes/ projects for individual students. So, this much of bifurcation to receive funding from 

UGC for development of Higher Education is always a confusing and complex scenario for the 

colleges and universities at state level. In comparison to this, RUSA is a scheme that is 

complete in itself. It allows colleges and universities to receive funds for the development 

purpose, to make new universities or colleges, to upgrade existing college to model college. 

Even this policy not only focuses on funding, but simultaneously it has a component for 

leadership development of educational administrators, preparing colleges for accreditation 

purpose, capacity building, preparation, and planning. So, policy is more inclusive in nature.  

The difference of RUSA from earlier policies and schemes is in its approach. The earlier 

approach of UGC and government was much more input driven. The funding was provided to 

institutions that did not take performance of any institution in consideration. This created a 

problem accountability for the institutions. They spent money on development of the college, 
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but due to the less need for accountability, colleges and universities had hardly utilised fund at 

its fullest. This was a major shift that has happened in funding after arrival of RUSA. RUSA is 

a policy taken by the government, which is not input based but rather it is outcome-based. It 

took into consideration the utilisation of funds given by the scheme for development of that 

college or University. So, any institution would not receive funds until and unless they had 

improved their results in the field access, equity, and excellence. RUSA had set specific a priori 

commitments and requirements and any states had to fulfill those requirements before receiving 

a grant. Every state would receive a certain preparatory amount to prepare state for complying 

with a priori needs. Until and unless these a priori needs were fulfilled, any state cannot 

participate in RUSA. So, from very first step of the policy, it was much more outcome-driven. 

If a state failed to acquire that outcome, then it would be considered as a part of the RUSA 

programme.  

Among many prerequisites of RUSA, State Higher Education Council was one of them. 

It was clearly mentioned in scheme that state would not be eligible to receive funds until the 

state establishes full-fledged SHECs. This was a shift of RUSA from earlier schemes and 

policies. The earlier schemes and policies sent money directly to the colleges and universities, 

and as state was ignored in the process, they never considered the task of monitoring these 

institutions seriously. The result was these institutions never worked for their development; the 

way it should had been done. Now, after the implementation of RUSA, the State Higher 

Education councils had become a major stakeholder in the process of disbursing the funding to 

the respective institution. So, SHECs had also become an accountable agency to the MHRD. 

As the funds flow through SHECs, so state colleges and universities had also been bounded 

and accountable to it. As future funds would only be received by the institution based on the 

outcomes and achievements against targets, so for receiving funds colleges had no choice left 

other than showing a consolidated number of tasks been done by college to achieve the RUSA 

target.  

Since education is in the concurrent list, so it is responsibility of both Centre as well as 

state should be a partner in the development of education sector in their respective state. 

However, in matter of financing higher education, data of state expenditure was not 

encouraging at all. The states themselves did not spend an adequate proportion of Gross State 

Domestic Product (GSDP) on Higher Education. Not even a single state spent more than 1.6% 

of their total GSDP on higher education. The average spent of states was 0.5% of GSDP, and 
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there are states like Maharashtra and Jharkhand, who spent 0.14% of their total GSDP on 

Higher Education. Even states like Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal spent a tiny percentage of 

their GSDP on higher education, and also GER of these states is considerably low. States like 

Tamil Nadu, which has higher institutional density, but still they spent an average on higher 

education. This kind of ignorance of higher education created a discrimination among people 

who could afford private higher education and who could not. The earlier schemes and policies 

of UGC had never taken a step to indulge states also to participate equally for reformation of 

higher education. This new policy of RUSA had strategically involved states also to fund higher 

education. Among many prerequisites discussed earlier, one is the strategic funding scheme. 

The Centre would fund under the scheme of RUSA when state was equally funding a portion 

of the money for the higher education reformation grant. Centre-state funding for the scheme 

is in the ratio of 90:10 for the North-Eastern states, Sikkim, J & K, Himachal Pradesh, and 

Uttarakhand and 65:35 for the other states and UTs. The scheme of RUSA has not also 

excluded the private-aided institutions. There are specific criteria before funding them. The 

private-aided institutions also receive funding subject to their duration of existence, for 

permitted activities based on certain norms and parameters, in a ratio of 50:50.  

4.5. RUSA in West Bengal 

West Bengal, as a state, had a very strong cultural heritage, quest for intellectual pursuit, 

the legacy of Bengali renaissance, and education. Since independence and even after 2-3 

decades of independence, state was educationally privileged, but then educational status has 

declined, even in comparison to the national level. Among many of reasons behind this 

continuous deterioration of the state education, political orientation and the welfare outlook of 

state of not performing role of being the service hatch to its democratic subjects can be 

considered as quintessential factors. Since the end of the 1970s, state's political ideology had 

never allowed the free-flowing liberal market strategy. Even after economic reforms of the 

1990s, state had not accepted liberal and later on neo-liberal regime. The state had not also 

emphasized on the need of public funding in Higher Education separately as Education is in 

the concurrent list. This conflict of state and Centre had not only affected state's education 

policies adversely, but it had also intensified regional disparities. As public funding was 

neglected in all states, the states, which had allowed the private players to function, had 

developed comparatively better infrastructure and increased access to higher education. In 

comparison to those states, West Bengal's education policies failed to provide access and 
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quality to the students. At the same time, due to the liberal structure of society in West Bengal, 

the need for higher education was always there, but to cope up with that need, state had not 

done relatively enough. Even existing quality institutions, due to state's negligence and conflict 

with the central policies, failed to sustain their standards to pan-Indian level. In a situation like 

this, in the year 2012 before arrival of flagship programme RUSA, the GER of the state was 

16.3 percent as compared to national average of 23 percent (AISHE Survey 2013-14). As per 

AISHE report, male GER of the State was 18.2 percent, and female GER was 14.4 percent in 

2012, while the national average for males was 23.9 percent, and females were 22 percent. 

Even among the SC, ST community, the GER was low in comparison to the national average. 

So, along with access to higher education, the equity aspect was also missing in the state of 

West Bengal. Talking about the issue of accessibility of Higher education in the state, the West 

Bengal State Higher Education Plan (2014), failure of state to fulfill demand is articulated in 

this manner – 

There is a great demand for postgraduate education, which is not met by the number of 

seats available. There are 71,561 students enrolled in postgraduate courses that exceed 

the intake capacity by 55,826 students. This indicates the interest of the students in 

pursuing postgraduate courses, creating a need for additional investments for the 

development of infrastructure. It draws the attention towards setting up of colleges and 

increasing the capacity of current colleges to meet the demand. (GoWB, 2014) 

The existing regional disparity in Higher Education was not an inter-state phenomenon. 

It existed intra-state too. There was a non-homogenous demographic distribution of colleges 

among the districts in the state. In the year 2012, in West Bengal, a district like Kolkata had 

220 institutions, the highest number, as compared to districts like Uttar Dinajpur had 13 higher 

education institutions, the lowest number. So, this disparity is huge in scale. 

According to the AISHE report 2012, West Bengal had 26 universities, 865 colleges, 

and 76 teacher training colleges. Though regional disparities were existing in the state, despite 

that out of total number of colleges, 47.7% of institutions are situated in rural areas. Among all 

institutions, as per the data of 2012, in that present cycle, only 64 institutions were NAAC 

accredited. There were 271 institutions in the State which had been NAAC accredited in 

previous cycle. These were under the renewal process. The state government had also started 

to plan to make NAAC accreditation compulsory for all institutions in State.  
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The average pupil-teacher ratio (PTR) in higher education sector of West Bengal was 

43:1 in 2012-13 as compared to national average of 24:1. Furthermore, in academic year 2012-

13, West Bengal had 43,694 total teachers involved in higher education sector, of which 62.5 

percent are male.  

So, the weaknesses of state, as per West Bengal State Higher Education Plan (2014), 

• Across the State, growth rate of number of quality education institutions was slow  

• Development of districts in West Bengal was non-homogenous with respect to setting 

up of colleges and universities   

• After Graduation employment, opportunities were inadequate in high-end industries 

which impacts morale of the youth   

• One of the major weaknesses of the state was non-significant public investment in 

higher education sector in recent past  

• The teacher student ratio in state was very high in comparison to national average. 

Recruitments were done but not on a large scale which is affecting quality perspective 

of State higher education.  

• The state lacks educational hubs as in cities like Hyderabad, Delhi, Kota, etc. at pre-

college level to prepare students for admission into the premier institutions of the 

country 

In 2012-13, before the implementation of the RUSA scheme, status of higher education 

in West Bengal was discussed above. After implementation of the RUSA scheme, state had 

made a state higher education plan for the financial year, 2014-2018, for development of higher 

education system in West Bengal. The state higher education plan emphasises "on developing 

higher education in the state in terms of quality and its outreach. It had attempted to increase 

the number of colleges to provide ample opportunities to as many students as possible. 

Moreover, there had been steps to improvise on the quality of education, especially research 

and development in the premier institutes of the state" (GoWB, 2014). One of the major targets 

of Government of West Bengal was to increase GER to 25.2 % from existing 16.3% without 

compromising the quality of education. In order to achieve the target, focus would be on 

homogenous development of education system in all the districts. The current plan had been 

laid out for three years, which were remaining years of 12th five-year plan. The plan envisaged 

construction of new universities, up-gradation of existing university infrastructure, setting up 

of new colleges, the population of district and the demand for higher education needs. For five-
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year perspective plan, state had mainly focused on infrastructure grants to the colleges. In the 

state higher educational plan, state sent a requisition of rupees 1046cr for the infrastructure 

grant of the existing colleges. The money would be utilised between the financial year 2014 to 

2017. The state higher education plan had also planned funds for model degree colleges, 

infrastructure grants for existing universities, faculty improvement, Vocationalisation of higher 

education, and creation of universities by up-gradation of existing autonomous colleges.  

In the following two tables, the study had attempted to show the status of RUSA 1.0 

funding in West Bengal. The following table shows total amount approved, total central share 

approved for RUSA 1.0, year wise release of funds and also total share released by Centre by 

2018. 

Table 4.1: Approval and Release of Fund of RUSA 1.0  

Total 

Amount 

Approved  

Total 

Central 

Share 

Approved 

Year wise Releases Total 

Share 

Released 

By 

Centre 

2013-

14 

2014-

15 

2015-

16 

2016-

17 

2017-

18 

2018-

19 

348 

(Including 

MMER 

and PG) 

 

208.8 

 

2.62 

 

1.14 

 

61.19 

 

72.23 

 

47.99 

 

6.9 

 

192.07 

Source: RUSA 1.0 (Snapshot of approval and releases), Government of West Bengal, 2018 

The next table is about component wise approved funding, Central share approved and 

released and it also clarifies total UC submitted till 2018. Among many components in RUSA 

1.0, funding of the state had been approved for five major components, except for the 

preparatory grants. The approved components of funding were MMER grants, 8 universities of 

the state, under different Project Approval Board. It had been approved for the infrastructure 

grants, 76 colleges had received approval for an infrastructural grant under the 7th and 9th 

Project Approval Board, one new professional college had received approval, which was for a 

government engineering college and under faculty improvement component, Calcutta 

University had received funds. Under RUSA 1.0, the total amount approved for the state of 

West Bengal, including both the state and central share, was 348cr, including MMER and 

Preparatory grants. Of this 348cr, the central share was 208.8cr, and state share was 139.2cr. 
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Table 4.2: Component Wise Fund Approved and Release of Fund of RUSA 1.0 

(Rs. In Crores) 

Component Physical 

Units 

Approved 

Total 

Amount 

Approved 

Total 

Central 

Share 

Approved 

(60:40) 

Central 

Share 

Released 

State 

Share 

Released 

UC 

Submitted 

of (Central 

Share) 

Preparatory 

Grants 

   4.80 7.66 4.80 

MMER 

Grants 

   0.026 0.40 0.140 

Infrastructure 

Grants to 

University 

8 160 96 85.80 57.2 71.93 

Infrastructure 

grants to 

colleges 

76 152 91.2 81.04 51.09 71.04 

New College 

(Professional) 

1 26 15.6 15.6 7.80 11.70 

Faculty 

Improvement 

1 1 6 0.3 0.20 0.3 

Total Funds 

Released 

 348 208.8 124.35 124.35 159.91 

Source: RUSA 1.0 (Component wise funding), Government of West Bengal, 2018 

The following table is to show the status of the institutions taken as sample for this 

current study. Among 8 universities and 76 colleges which received infrastructure grant, the 

study took 2 universities and 7 colleges. This tables shows in which year institutions were 

granted fund, Central grants approved, dates of release of central grants, total central grants 

released and funds utilized by colleges. This gives a clear idea of till 2018, before SHEP-2018-

2021 what was the status of the colleges and universities, this study selected as sample. This 
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also shows gap and delayed procedure of fund disbursement as well as institution’s 

accountability of utilizing fund.    

Table 4.3: Status of the Sample Institutions 

 

 

S. 

No 

 

 

Name of 

Component/Institutio

n 

 

 

PAB 

 

 

Central 

Grants 

Approved 

 

Dates of 

Release of 

Central 

Grants 

 

Total 

Central 

Grants 

Released 

till Date 

 

Funds 

Utilised 

by 

Institution 

(Central 

share) 

1 University of Calcutta 7th PAB 

(28.03.2015) 

12.00 29.09.2015 

30.08.2017 

9.00 9.00 

2 University of Gour 

Banga 

5th PAB 

(10.12.2014) 

12.00 20.03.2015 

19.06.2015 

22.06.2016 

10.80 10.80 

3 Basanti Devi College 7th PAB 

(28.03.2015) 

1.20 19.06.2015 

22.06.2016 

27.03.2018 

1.08 1.08 

4 Ramsaday College 7th PAB 

(28.03.2015) 

1.20 19.06.2015 

22.06.2016 

27.03.2018 

1.2 0.9 

5 MUC Women’s 

College 

7th PAB 

(28.03.2015) 

1.20 19.06.2015 

22.06.2016 

0.9 0.9 

6 East Calcutta Girls’ 

College 

7th PAB 

(28.03.2015) 

1.20 19.06.2015 

22.06.2016 

27.03.2018 

1.08 1.08 

7 Vivekananda College 

for Women 

12th PAB 

(25.05.2018) 

1.20 20.06.2018 0.6 0 

8 Bhairab Ganguly 

College 

12th PAB 

(25.05.2018) 

1.20 20.06.2018 0.6 0 

9 Satyapriyo Roy 

College of Education  

7th PAB 

(28.03.2015) 

1.20 19.06.2015 

22.06.2016 

0.9 0.9 

Source: Institutions funded under RUSA 1.0, Government of West Bengal 
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The first State Higher Education Plan, prepared by the state of West Bengal, was up to 

the financial year 2017-18. Though, previous tables clearly displayed that colleges and 

universities were receiving funds even in the financial year of 2018-19. In process of financing 

and after completion of target financial year, following issues are flagged as reported by State 

RUSA directorate,  

1. Uploading information on the fund tracker  

2. Completion of all the projects funded under RUSA 1.0 and submission of UC along 

with the completion of reports for the same. 

3. Geo-tagging: Only 16 institutions have uploaded relevant, high-quality photographs, 

against 87 institutions for which Central grants have been released. 

4. The State needs to submit revised amended State Higher Education Plan (SHEP) for 

proposals not part of the original SHEP 

So, in the financial year 2018, state had submitted another State Higher Education Plan 

for financial year 2018-2021. Currently, after completion of RUSA 1.0, state was going through 

second phase of RUSA, that RUSA 2.0. RUSA 2.0 focused on Expansion, Excellence, Equity, 

Efficacy, and Employability. RUSA 1.0 and 2.0 had set national mission of achieving 25.2 

percent GER by 2017-18 and 30 percent by 2021-22. As per AISHE report 2017-2018, the 

Gross Enrolment Ratio in Higher Education in India is 25.8. So, it can be said that RUSA has 

achieved the national target of GER. However, the state's target of achieving 25.2% of GER 

had not been achieved even after the implementation of RUSA. As per AISHE report 2017-

2018, West Bengal's Higher Education GER is 18.7% as compared to the national average of 

25.8 and the target GER of 25.2. If the GER of 2013-14 of the state is compared to the GER of 

2017-18, alongside the national GER, then it can be seen that West Bengal has not evolved 

drastically; instead, its progress is slow. (AISHE Report 2013-14 and 2017-18) 

Table 4.4: West Bengal HE GER in Comparison to National HE GER 

Year All Categories SC ST 

Male Female Total Male Female Total Male Female Total 

2013-14 18.2 14.4 16.3 13.4 10.2 11.9 10.2 7.3 8.7 

India 23.9 22.0 23.0 17.7 16.4 17.1 12.5 10.2 11.3 

2017-18 19.9 17.6 18.7 14.8 12.8 13.8 11.0 8.9 9.9 

India 26.3 25.4 25.8 22.2 21.4 21.8 17.0 14.9 15.9 

Source: AISHE (2013-14 and 2017-18) 
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The GER is also dependent on the criterion of the accessibility and availability of 

colleges and universities in the locality.  The following table shows the year wise evolving 

status of Higher Education Institutions of West Bengal. 

 

Table 4.5 - Status of Higher Education Institutions in West Bengal 

Institutional 

Type 

FY ’12 FY ’13 FY ’14 FY ’15 FY ’16 FY ’17 FY ’18 

University 26 26 27 31 34 37 42 

College 865 926 991 1064 1105 1232 1359 

Teacher 

Training 

76 75 55 95 99 118 204 

FY – Financial Year 

Source: State Higher Education Report, Government of West Bengal, 2018 

The above table shows gradual growth rate of colleges and universities in the state. 

However, the increase in the number of colleges does not ensure quality of the institution. So, 

in the State Higher Education Plan, 2014-15, state had planned to make NAAC accreditation a 

mandatory criterion for all the state colleges. Since then, more than 250 colleges and 10 

universities of state have been accredited by NAAC. As per the Annual Report of NAAC, in 

financial year of 2016-17, maximum number of colleges and universities had been accredited 

where almost 162 colleges and 5 universities had received NAAC accreditation.  

Table 4.6: Numbers of 2f, 12B and NAAC Accredited Institutions in West Bengal 

Institutions Category 2f (No.) 12B (No.) Institutions with 

NAAC Accreditation 

Universities State Universities 20 20 10 

Colleges Government 

Colleges 

27 27 9 

Government 

Aided Colleges 

433 433 259 

Private Colleges   24 

Total    302 

Source: State Higher Education Plan, Government of West Bengal, 2018 
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4.5.1. State Higher Education Plan, 2018-2021 

The earlier State Higher Education Plan, 2014-15, for implementation of RUSA and 

overall development of Higher Education changed trend of Higher Education system in the 

state. However, development was prolonged, which did not even match the national level of 

expansion, accessibility, and quality of Higher Education. The objectives of State Higher 

Education plan of Higher Education Department would be achieved through the below-

mentioned targets by Financial Year (FY) 2021. 

1. To increase GER of State from 17.79 (as on 1st April 2018) to 26 by end of Financial Year 

(FY) 2021 and subsequently to 30 by end of FY 2025  

2.  Pupil-Teacher ratio needs to be improved from the present 31.29:1 to 28:1  

3.  To upsurge enrolment in the higher education of the State from present 20.15 lac (as per 

AISHE FY 2016-17) to 27 lakhs by end of FY 2021 and by end of FY 2025, subsequently 

to 32 lakhs.  

4. To achieve equity in higher education through providing suitable prospects to 

economically underprivileged rural communities, women, SC/ST/OBC and differently-

abled persons  

5. Teacher’s pedagogical knowledge needs to be enhanced in order to develop the quality of 

classroom interaction and environment 

6. Along with conventional education, the students have to be industry ready. It will help 

students to get jobs once they graduate. It demands the need of establishing centres of 

vocational training and skill development in every institution.  

After completion of the previous State Higher Education Plan (SHEP), 2014-2017, 

West Bengal State Higher Education department had planned another State Higher Education 

Plan for the financial year 2018-2021 in following ways. The State Higher Education 

department set specific goals to achieve. After goals were set, deficiencies were identified and 

strategies to overcome those deficiencies were decided. Under broader goal, some smaller 

targets were proposed.  
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Table 4.7 – West Bengal State Higher Education Plan, 2018-2021 

SL 

No 

Goals 

Under 

RUSA 

Existing 

Deficiencies in the 

State HE System 

 

Strategy to Overcome 

Deficiency 

 

Proposed Targets Under 

RUSA  

1. Excellence 

(Quality) 

Poor academic 

quality, less NAAC 

Institutions 

Upgrade academic 

facilities, new 

institutions 

Upgradation to MDC, 

University; Mandatory 

accreditation 

Limited 

opportunities for 

specialized 

education, such as 

medical, agriculture 

etc. 

Increase intake 

capacity for 

specialized education 

Setting up new Universities, 

Colleges, and Centres of 

Excellence (CoE) for specialized 

education 

 

Relatively poor 

teacher education 

quality and 

infrastructure 

Increase intake 

capacity and quality of 

teacher education in 

the State 

Upgradation of the existing 

teacher training facilities; 

Setting up Teacher training 

education institution 

2. Equity GER of SC students 

lower than the 

average GER 

Increase enrolment of 

SC students in the 

State 

Encouraging SC, ST, OBC and 

minority communities for higher 

education through financial 

schemes and support 

Gender disparity in 

terms of female 

enrolment and 

female GER 

Provide additional 

benefits and incentives 

among female students 

for higher education 

Increased facilities intake 

capacity, and HEIs dedicated for 

female students 

Limited 

participation of 

women in 

postgraduation 

studies 

Encourage female 

participation in post-

graduation studies 

 Provision of financial support 

and incentives through schemes 

like Kanyashree K3 
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3. Access Low GER Increase capacity 

intake 

Additional Greenfield 

Institutions 

 

Limited intake 

capacity for post-

graduation studies 

Increase intake 

capacities for post-

graduation studies 

Upgradation of existing HEIs to 

provide postgraduation 

facilities; Setting up new 

postgraduation Colleges 

 

Non-uniform 

distribution of HEIs 

across the State 

Focus on higher 

education in 

geographically 

disadvantaged areas 

Increase infrastructure, number 

of HEIs, and intake capacity of 

existing HEIs in unserved and 

underserved areas of the State 

Source: State Higher Education Plan, Government of West Bengal, 2018 

State Higher Education plan discussed above was endeavoring to achieve the targets 

set under the RUSA scheme. After completion of RUSA 1.0 implementation, there were some 

goals achieved by the state, and many other goals were yet to be achieved. So, this latest SHEP-

2018 of West Bengal had been prepared keeping in mind unachieved targets of RUSA 1.0. The 

time frame for implementing this new SHEP is until 2021, so outcome of RUSA 2.0 could not 

be evaluated in this research work. However, this SHEP 2018 of West Bengal could be seen as 

future of the RUSA scheme, how the state was dealing with existing scenario of Higher 

Education and at which direction it is heading to.  

This chapter critically examined that after implementation of RUSA, UGC's role in 

supporting higher education came under severe questioning. RUSA is a comparatively much 

more norm-based funding system, and it involves a larger number of institutions than UGC. In 

this process, state was also added as a stakeholder. RUSA defined role of state and made West 

Bengal State Council of Higher Education, the responsible authority. In RUSA 1.0, state not 

only implemented the scheme in many of the colleges and universities but along with that also 

established many universities and built many new colleges. The state declared to make few 

more new universities in the state. So, state is clearly trying to fulfill demand of state subjects. 
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Chapter V 

Analysis and Interpretation of Data 

 

As discussed in the previous chapter, the Indian higher education system was always 

funded by University Grant Commission (UGC), and to some extent, UGC is still functioning 

in its twelfth financial year. But somehow, after inclusion of RUSA to fund state higher 

education institutions, role of UGC, in funding, has been constrained partially, if not ceased 

altogether. So, launching of Centrally Sponsored Scheme like RUSA has outplayed the other 

means of funding in the higher education sector. RUSA came into existence in 2013-14, and it 

has travelled a journey of 6-7 years. When the scheme was planned, many components were 

kept in mind, as discussed in the earlier chapter, to improve quality of the State higher 

education. There were many issues that this scheme has attempted to cater to its implementation 

process. Items like inclusion and intervention of State as a stakeholder in funding State higher 

education to increase state accountability in enhancing quality of higher education institutions 

in State, developing funding pattern as compared to UGC, lacked a systematic approach. Issues 

like underutilisation of funds occurred due to absence of proper strategic planning, issue of 

transparency, and monitoring mechanism. All these dealt with in the scheme of RUSA. 

However, it was necessary to analyse implementation of scheme at ground level, to have a clear 

picture of what is there in the scheme, its purpose, and how it is dealt at the institution level.  

So, this chapter deals with second stage of the research. An administrative cross-

sectional survey conducted to understand perspective of beneficiaries who were responsible 

for the implementation of the scheme. The responses of the respondents collected through 

interview schedule. All these responses were transcribed, then coded and categorised. From 

different categories, themes had emerged. These themes were analysed based on the responses 

received. So, the researcher followed a thematic analysis process to analyse in-depth 

interviews. The researcher interviewed administrators of universities as well as colleges. All 

these themes and analysis of collected data attempted to justify objectives and questions 

emerged while doing literature review of the study. 

5.1. Envisaged and Transformed Role of West Bengal State Council Higher Education 

As mentioned in Chapter IV, while analysing RUSA document, among many functions 

of SHEC, one of the major functions was funding. Apart from that, SHEC had certain 
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regulatory functions too, like strategy and planning, monitoring and evaluation, quality 

assurance and academic functions and advisory functions, WBSCHE had no role in all these 

regarding the Rashtriya Uchchatar Sikhsha Abhiyan. As mentioned in the RUSA document, 

SHEC's one of major functions was to "disburse funds to state universities and colleges based 

on the State Higher Education Plan and transparent norms" (MHRD, 2013). But responses 

received from the field, colleges, and universities were barely aware of WBSCHE's role in 

entire process of implementation of the RUSA scheme. Colleges and universities have a direct 

connection with State Project Directorate, which is under State Higher Education Department. 

Among many functions of SHEC mentioned, it deals with the academic functions like 

providing approval of setting up new institutions/ colleges, giving permission to the universities 

and colleges to start a new course, making universities aware of the accreditation norms of 

NAAC through arranging workshops. WBSCHE also advised universities on statute and 

ordinance formulation. 

NPE-1986 had recommended establishing State Higher Education Council to bridge 

the gap between State and centre in higher education sector after education was being enlisted 

in the concurrent list. The reason being concurrent list poses a considerable threat of gap 

between the Centre and the State. This became one of the major reasons of regional disparity 

and imbalances in the sector of higher education. The dichotomy of State and Centre’s political 

scenario could also be cited as a reason for this. So, taking suggestions from National Policy 

on Education, 1986, UGC, in the year 1988, recommended formation of Higher Education 

Council for State-level planning and growth of Higher Education. Following this 

recommendation, the West Bengal State Council of Higher Education (WBSCHE) was 

established on July 29, 1994, under the West Bengal Act XXXVII of 1994. The Council started 

functioning in April 1995. In the year 2013-2014, another role that was given to WBSCHE was 

to facilitate National Higher Education Mission (RUSA) through its regulatory and funding 

functions.  

The matter of fact is that, there was a huge gap between the functions envisaged for 

SHEC and the kind of role they play in the development of state higher education. The 

following table is developed by World Bank Group to clarify difference in legal and practical 

functions of SHECs. The researcher modified the table to understand precisely the changing 

role of WBSCHE  
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Table 5.1: Legal and “In Practice” Powers and Functions of State Higher Education 

Councils 

Establishment, Powers and Functions of State Higher Education 

Council 

West Bengal 

Legal Practice 

Strategy and Planning 

1.  Preparing the State Higher Education Plan (Perspective Plan, Annual 

Plan and Budget Plan) 

Yes Yes 

2.  Providing state institutions with inputs for creating their Plans and 

implementing them 

Yes No 

3.  Coordination between apex bodies, regulatory institutions and 

government 

Yes Yes 

Monitoring and Evaluation 

4. Monitoring the implementation of State Higher Education Plan Yes No 

5. Creating and maintaining the Management Information Systems Yes No 

6. Compiling and maintaining periodic statistics at state and institutional 

level 

No No 

7.  Evaluating state institutions on the basis of norms and KPIs developed No No 

Quality Assurance and Academic Functions 

8. Faculty quality enhancement programme Yes Yes 

9. Quality of examinations Yes No 

10. Maintaining quality of curriculum Yes Yes 

11. Promoting innovation in research Yes No 

12.  Protecting autonomy of state institution No No 

13. Providing approval for setting up of new institutions/colleges Yes Yes 

14. Promoting accreditation reforms Yes Yes 

Advisory Functions 

15. Advising state government on strategic investments in higher 

education 

No No 
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16.  Advising universities on statute and ordinance formulation Yes Yes 

Funding Functions 

17.  Disbursing funds to state universities and colleges on the basis of the 

State Higher Education Plan and transparent norms 

Yes No 

Source: World Bank Group (2014) 

As above table suggests, there was a clear discrepancy in legal functions and functions 

West Bengal State Council of Higher Education (WBSCHE) practices. The council was 

initially envisaged as a decentralized body at the state level which was established to initiate 

dialogue between state and Centre, to regulate unprecedented growth of higher education 

institution and to ensure quality of higher education system through state level policies and 

planning. All major seventeen functions assigned to them were mentioned in table above but 

WBSCHE failed to commence tasks assigned to it.   

Higher Education governance of India required a reform after emergence of multiple 

providers in this sector. The introduction of private players facilitated growth of institutions, 

but that growth was unplanned and due to dwindling State of public funding. With increasing 

number of school graduates, demand for Higher Education increased. Simultaneously, social 

and economic value of Higher Education also increased. This growth of private funding and 

reduction of public funding affected States most. Thus, it necessitated institutionalised state-

level planning to receive the fund and expand Higher Education at state level. SHECs were 

expected to play a role of catalyst to fulfil this job. SHECs were established under the same 

norms and regulations, but they vary in terms of their functions. As the previous table focused 

on differences of West Bengal State Higher Education council’s envisaged role and actual role 

it played since its inception, the following table illustrates WBSCHE’s last five year’s set 

targets and fulfilled functions.  
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Table 5.2: WBSCHE’s Expected and Actual Functions (FY 2015-17) 

Expected Functions of WBSCHE between 

2015-2017 

Activities of WBSCHE between 2015-2017 

Executive and administrative functions  Conducting Inspection for setting up of new 

Universities & Colleges and for the 

introduction of new Subjects at existing HEIs  

Strategic Planning and Coordination Introduction of CBCS method of studies at 

both UG & PG level in all HEIs across the State 

Monitoring and evaluation of the 

performance of higher educational 

institutions  

NIL 

Quality assurance and academic functions  Update / Revision of Syllabi at both UG & PG 

levels at regular intervals. 

Advisory functions Extend help for Formulation of Regulation of 

Universities 

Academic Audit of Higher Educational 

Institutions 

Conducting Academic Audit of different state 

universities 

Conduct of common entrance tests such as 

admission to PG courses in various 

Universities Inspection of colleges and 

Universities 

NIL 

Monitoring the implementation of OBC Act 

and rules, etc.  

NIL 
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Among many tasks assigned to WBSCHE, the advisory functions and inspecting for 

establishing new universities and colleges, inspecting colleges for the introduction of new 

subjects or continuation of existing subjects, were the major two functions they were doing. As 

mentioned earlier, there were many expected tasks of WBSCHE, like monitoring and 

evaluating performance, quality assurance to state institutions, conducting common entrance 

tests, and issues of employability of graduates etc., However, WBSCHE failed to do many of 

these jobs in between the financial year 2015-2017.  

The study found out that during its initial years, RUSA was controlled by West Bengal 

State Council of Higher Education, but with time being, the control of RUSA transferred to 

RUSA Project directorate. As mentioned earlier, colleges and universities communicate with 

the RUSA directorate for any issue related to RUSA. The administrators of colleges, as well as 

universities, see WBSCHE as only a policy-making body at state level, which provided 

academic support and advice. The administrator's response also drew attention to the fact that 

how deeply WBSCHE was involved and connected with colleges and universities and also 

bridging the gap between Centre and State in the matter of higher education. But 

simultaneously, it was seen from document analysis of the State Higher Education Plan, 2018, 

which was planned and prepared by WBSCHE for SHEP 2018-2021. It was prepared following 

the guidelines of the National Higher Education Mission of RUSA.  

5.2. State Higher Education Funding, UGC and RUSA    

Since 1956, universities all across India were funded by UGC. This system of funding 

and grant disbursement remained unchanged until 2013. There were around 62 schemes and 

projects through which UGC supports the State higher education institutions. But as discussed 

earlier in the previous chapter, this age-old system of funding state higher education had 

enormous drawbacks, which somehow restraint the development of higher education in states 

and also encouraged the regional imbalances. UGC followed Section 12B to fund institutions. 

Section 12B has two major problems. First, UGC funded only those institutions which were 

under Section 12B, new institution could be a part of 12B but it was hard to get this status. 

Secondly, 12B had certain prerequisites which presuppose all facilities and infrastructure to be 

in place before UGC started funding that particular institution. Discussing the problems, the 

first one, when the UGC was created, then there were a very smaller number of colleges and 

universities. But in recent years and after the neo-liberal reforms, the number of colleges and 

universities had increased. Now it became practically impossible to enrol all these institutions 
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under Section 12B or to fund all these institutions. The second problem was more concerning. 

The fact that state universities and colleges who were applying for the fund to UGC did not 

have funds to fulfil the criteria 12B set. These institutions were ones which should be supported 

first based on the needs and requirements they had. UGC funding regulation was not at all 

normative, and it failed to fund institutions that actually need it. All these problems led to the 

creation of a new system of funding, which is more norm-based and not limited to schemes and 

projects solely. From this very idea, RUSA came into existence. RUSA had included another 

stakeholder in the system of funding that was State, to make State more accountable and to 

include a major share of 35% or 10% of financing from the State. RUSA had initiated funding 

through State Higher Education Planning, and it had also cleared from the beginning of how 

much money would be given to the institutions. This made it easier for State as well as for the 

institutions to plan accordingly to receive funds. This prior planning would also reduce 

underutilisation of funds. But involvement of State, on one hand, became boon, but it could 

also be seen as a bane. In the bureaucratic hierarchy of Indian administration system, another 

step was included where fund would flow through state machinery. 

All these were the characteristic of two different modes of funding state higher 

education institutions in India. One was UGC, which was funding the institutions directly since 

its inception, and the other was RUSA, which came into existence in 2014. So, a constant 

comparison between these two systems went on, where administrators were sometimes 

favouring earlier UGC system and sometimes valorising RUSA for its more systematic 

approach. Many times, this question posed by the administrators, working actively for 

successful implementation of the scheme, that RUSA became a game-changer but in which 

way? The colleges and universities reacted to RUSA in a mixed way. Though this study could 

never be generalised, so talking about the sample population only, the administrators of 

colleges think that RUSA definitely helped smaller institutions. It solved problem of 

controlling state institutions. Before RUSA, state universities were funded directly by UGC, 

and State had no role in this. So, issues like state accountability to develop higher education, 

monitoring State higher education institution could never be forced on State. The State had 

never increased its GSDP to develop State higher education. States always neglected Higher 

education funding, as they were not the stakeholders. RUSA solved this very problem of 

negligence of the State. RUSA scheme was funded both by the Centre and the State. The 

inclusion of State also made implementation easy as colleges and universities have a local level 

monitoring body which is controlling the entire RUSA scheme and playing role of mediator 
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between State and Centre. The most important difference of RUSA from UGC, as mentioned 

by administrators of colleges and universities, was its strategic, systematic, and organised 

system of funding. The system was entirely controlled via online mode, and also local 

authorities were there to solve problems faced by colleges and universities. But talking about 

the UGC funding, it was never planned as administrators mentioned that it was always difficult 

to plan their necessities as institutions are ignorant of what amount of money institutions were 

going to receive and what it should spend. Another major problem with UGC was its record 

keeping. The system was never that smooth. First of all, UGC funded under a singular scheme 

or project which never allowed seeing quality of higher education holistically, instead it was 

seen in bits and pieces, which was also problematic for colleges to utilise their funds properly. 

Secondly, the administrators complained that UGC always misplaced their college or 

university UCs and would ask for the same document from the institution again. Even there 

were instances when colleges had receipts of accepting UCs given by UGC, but even after that, 

they used to mislay the documents. It became a reason for harassment for the college and 

university authorities. 

In comparison to UGC, the RUSA funding process is much more systematic, organised, 

structured, and transparent. The entire funding process is monitored through an online portal, 

and RUSA has a local state directorate to deal with all the queries. To make it more transparent 

RUSA Mission Authority also introduced Bhuvan RUSA. "The National Remote Sensing 

Centre (NRSC) of Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) has developed a mobile 

application for uploading geotagged photographs and associated details captured by 

educational institutions, on Bhuvan-RUSA portal as a part of the implementation of RUSA 

funded works in States. This application for geotagging of institutions under RUSA is a 

location-based service. The mobile geotagging App of RUSA covers the following attributes: 

construction work or equipment, institution name, new or upgraded work, type of work, current 

stage of work, percentage completed, completion date, bank name, account number, amount 

released and amount utilised" (Press Information Bureau, 2017). Though, according to 

administrators, this app is not functional anymore.  

As discussed earlier, except for those, there were many other problems with UGC, as 

mentioned by the administrators. UGC funding always had certain restrictions. It had never 

allowed colleges and universities to plan according to their needs. Many a times, it happened 

that institutions were recommended by UGC to buy equipment that colleges did not need at all. 
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But still, for the sake of receiving money, the colleges had to buy all those. This also hampered 

the autonomy of institution and also the transparency of the system. One of the major problems 

of UGC and the difference with RUSA was about physical inspection. UGC had never done 

reviews of works done in the field. They relied on the UC submission and documents given by 

colleges. But RUSA conducted physical state-level inspection of works done after completion 

of 75% work, and then remaining amount was transferred to college account. 

Another critical issue, as discussed by administrators, was about the project settlement 

of UGC. UGC had always worked based on Five-Year Financial planning. They always set 

their projects based on that. UGC's 12th five-year plan period ended in 2017, but those projects 

were still going on and not finished yet. During these years, RUSA was also functioning in 

simultaneous pathways of UGC. So, colleges applied long back for the UGC project funding 

were yet to receive funds from UGC, and this resulted in project incompletion and also 

underutilisation of funds. So, colleges and universities were not clear about the current status 

and role of UGC in funding and also in incomplete projects.  

The issues discussed so far, by administrators, were about problems with earlier UGC 

funding procedure and system and what were the positive sides and benefits institutions were 

getting from RUSA. At the same time, administrators of institutions were worried about many 

aspects of RUSA. The very first issue with institutions that received funding in RUSA 1.0 in 

2015 onwards, they utilised the received money. Their inspection was done and also exhausted 

the fund. But these colleges were not aware that what was the next step of receiving funds, how 

to apply, or when RUSA would advertise for these colleges to apply for funds again. So, 

college's yearly expenses were tough to bear in this system. RUSA 1.0 beneficiaries were also 

concerned about the overall quality improvement only through inhouse infrastructural 

development and procuring equipment. RUSA was limited to an incentive for infrastructural 

grants only. But UGC had a larger spectrum. Though UGC funds though under separate 

projects and schemes, they had covered all the bases. UGC used to fund seminars, conferences 

for the quality improvements of higher education. But under RUSA 1.0, state institutions 

haven't received any funding for these. Another positive side of UGC was its time frame. They 

had set certain short-term five-year plans to fulfil their projects, but RUSA had not set any 

timeframe as such. The colleges applied for grants and approved under RUSA 1.0; they were 

still receiving their funds in the academic year 2018-19. In the year 2013-14, the total central 

share approved for West Bengal is 208.8cr, and since 2019, the total amount released is 
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192.07cr. So, almost 17cr rupees is yet to release. As a result, many colleges had not received 

entire amount approved, which costs the incompletion of projects at the institution level.  

So, the questions raised by the administrators concerning changing scenario of RUSA. 

They were asking that in which way the funding pattern is leading to? If RUSA is a complete 

centrally sponsored scheme? Or is it just an initial phase and a pilot project which needs to be 

settled with time? RUSA had also been mentioned as a holistic normative scheme to fund state 

institutions, but this question was also raised by the administrators that in which way this is 

different? UGC financed through various projects, and RUSA is funding under different 

components. So, is this change of the system in funding, is the change in nomenclature only? 

Even after getting funds from RUSA, state universities and colleges have to depend on UGC 

and state governments as funding is done onetime component-wise and not yearly. 

5.3. RUSA and Strategic Planning 

Strategic planning is one of the major characteristics of RUSA funding. The basic 

assumption behind RUSA is to allow institutions to take part in micro level planning process 

of institutional development. The funding should be done more in a down-top approach instead 

of the bureaucratic top-down approach. In this down-top model, after institution, State is 

another stakeholder which would collect all institutional level plans, and State plans for entire 

State, keeping in mind needs of institutions. In this way, strategic plans are prepared at 

institutional level, which is approved by State. After compiling all institutional plans, State 

makes a holistic plan and submits it to Centre. This system of strategic planning had not only 

helped in reducing underutilisation of funds but simultaneously, to increase state’s 

accountability to monitor the system.   

The following figure shows that how through a proper dissemination of information 

and assimilation of data, State Higher Education plan is prepared. All three stakeholders, 

Centre, State and Universities and Colleges have their own role to play. Through a proper 

decentralised planning all these stakeholders plan to successfully implement RUSA scheme. 

Institutions finalise its plan by discussing to multiple stakeholder’s consultation approach and 

then it is submitted to state. State bodies assimilate all institutional plan and submit it to central 

bodies. As RUSA is a norm-based resource allocation scheme, so before fund disbursement 

information regarding various norms are disseminated to institutions. The following figure 

depicts the process.   
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Figure 5.1 - Preparation of State Higher Education Plan 

                                                                                    

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                               

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: RUSA Document, MHRD, 2013 

One of the major differences of RUSA funding from earlier model of funding through 

is its planning part. RUSA does not fund institutions through a top-down approach; instead, it 

allows institutions to make their own plan, and as the figure suggests, it flows from the bottom 

to top. Before RUSA, in many cases, it happened, that institutions were planning it and not 

getting the full amount or due to delayed process institutions face the problem of 

underutilisation of fund. But in RUSA, all the stakeholders are aware of the money it is going 

to get. It helps them to plan it properly. So, strategic planning is an integral part of RUSA. In 

this process of preparation of plans, all three major stakeholders, institution, State and Centre, 

play their role. Institutions make their 'Institutional Developmental Plan' and send that to State 

Nodal body. Concerning and collecting all the institutional plan, WBSCHE makes state plan 

and forwards it to centre. Then centre administers the upcoming processes of reviewing plans, 

analysing it, approving and disbursing funds.  

The researcher chosen samples from the institutions that received funds under RUSA 

1.0 and received a funding of 2cr for colleges and 20cr for universities. Under RUSA 1.0, which 

was primarily for infrastructural grant, total amount of money was divided into three sections. 

Among the full infrastructure grant, 35% of share have to spend on a new building, 35% more 
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needs to spend on renovation of building and remaining 30% for procurement of instruments, 

buying books etc. This condition is mentioned in the advertisement asking for an application 

for funding. Colleges plan their Institutional Developmental plan according to this criterion. 

As administrators explained, while planning for the application, institutions used to form a 

Project Monitoring Body first, which was also a prerequisite of RUSA funding. This PMB 

would be represented by academic officials of colleges or universities, faculty, senior 

administrative officer, technical and non-technical support staff, and students also. PMB does 

the planning on a priority basis. This committee sends a Detailed Project Report to State RUSA 

Directorate of West Bengal. In the detailed planning, institution has to show where it wants to 

make new building; the land, where the institution is making the new building, is a college 

property. In the detailed planning, institution also has to declare that there is no third party 

involved, and if institution spends extra money in comparison to the DOP, then that expense 

needs to be carried out by the institution only. Through Bhuvan RUSA, administrators and 

PMB also have to show the latitude, longitude and also to submit measurement of that land. 

The planning also mentions the e-tendering, which accepts three quotations for a comparative 

statement. Then it also includes the Public Works Department's vetting for renovation and 

construction of a new building. Another important part of planning is buying material costs 

less than 1 lakh should be notified in college notice board, and anything more than that should 

be notified in 3 newspapers. All these are verified by monitoring body of RUSA when 

monitoring team comes to institutions.  

This was the way institutions prepare their plans for receiving funds. The plans were 

prepared keeping in mind the changing academic structure. Slight changes and modifications 

were accepted when institutions receive the fund. Institutions had constructed a new building, 

renovated old ones, planned for the horizontal development of library, restructuring of canteen, 

making more smart classrooms, installing an elevator in the college, buying books, procuring 

instruments for laboratory etc.  

5.4. Issues of Institutional Autonomy and Accountability 

Commissions and committees in India, since independence, had emphasised on greater 

autonomy of Higher education institutions to develop quality of higher education in the 

country. Autonomy should be 'accompanied by accountability measures, for the creation of 

more dynamic, agile, and goal-oriented institutions' (MHRD, 2013). So, it was quite evident 

that issue of autonomy and accountability, along with that, was key to growth and development 
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of higher education. To define autonomy, "The principle of autonomy broadly emphasises the 

freedom of each institution to function to achieve academic excellence and to administer the 

institution through its own rules and regulations" (MHRD, 2013). The autonomy of an 

institution should never be delinked from its accountability. A university or college is 

accountable towards its students towards generation of new knowledge and establishment of 

truth. As MHRD's RUSA scheme document mentioned, "This scheme is unique in the sense 

that it does not lay down any prescriptions, and only lays down the goals and objectives. The 

states and institutions will have full liberty to plan specific interventions depending on their 

special needs and requirements" (MHRD, 2013). Later it also added, "RUSA would strive to 

find a balance between the two since both principles are essential to enable an institution to 

grow and develop and achieve excellence but in a clear and transparent manner with adequate 

protection of the interests of students and faculty" (MHRD, 2013).  

RUSA scheme had theorised the concept of autonomy and accountability of institutions 

in such a manner, but it was also necessary to understand its dynamics at the ground level. In 

the matter of autonomy in planning, administrators accept fact that RUSA had given them full 

authority, and there was no third-party intervention while planning or implementing scheme. 

So, it could be said that RUSA had not laid down any prescription to follow. RUSA had specific 

guidelines to achieve goals and objectives. The institutions had freedom to make their own 

decision. But at the same time, administrators also argued on limitations of autonomy. It was 

not absolute. Few of the administrators had questioned stringent fund sharing laid down for an 

infrastructural grant, as mentioned in the earlier theme that there was a division of 35:35:30 for 

new buildings, renovation of old building, and procuring instruments. So, administrators 

argued in favour of flexibility of this guideline. There were many colleges which were situated 

in heart of Kolkata, and these colleges did not have land to make a new building. So, only thing 

they could do was to renovate the old buildings and could equip classrooms with modern 

facilities to improve the teaching-learning environment. But regulation of fund sharing was 

delimiting works of colleges. Eventually, colleges had to rethink and plan accordingly to 

receive the RUSA fund, which was putting the transparency and accountability at stake. So, it 

might seem, as administration argues, that there was an absolute autonomy of institution to take 

a decision 'in order to achieve academic excellence.' Still, in a deeper reality, it didn’t allow 

autonomy to fullest.  
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Accountability is an issue, which is always there in the system, as administrator said. 

But after inclusion of RUSA, now it was not only institution, but State became accountable 

towards quality improvement of higher education. RUSA had made State a stakeholder. Along 

with 65% of funds of Centre, in State of West Bengal, 35% share of funds was given by the 

State. For this, State had to increase its GSDP for higher education. The collaborative fund of 

State and the Centre would be disbursed through state higher education council only. This made 

the State more accountable for work done by the institution. For institution, they had to be more 

accountable than earlier. The reason was NAAC accreditation, proper monitoring of the 

system, physical inspection of works done.  

5.5. Transparency and Monitoring of RUSA 

One of the major prerequisites of receiving the RUSA grant for states was to establish 

a State Higher Education Council (SHEC). These SCHEs were responsible for the 

management, coordination, implementation, and monitoring of the project at the state level. 

These SCHEs were given several regulatory functions. Among many regulatory functions, 

monitoring and evaluation were one of them. They monitored implementation of State higher 

education plan. They created and maintained Management Information Systems. They gave 

task of compiling and maintaining periodic statistics at state as well as the institutional level. 

SCHEs were accountable for evaluating state institutions based on the norms developed under 

RUSA after 75% of institutional works been done, and all the UCs were submitted by colleges 

and universities.  

All these functions were assigned to SCHEs at state and UT level. In the case of West 

Bengal, West Bengal State Council of Higher Education was not doing the job of RUSA. 

Rather the RUSA directorate at the State Higher Education Department was managing all the 

tasks. At the institutional level, every college and university made a project monitoring unit to 

monitor the RUSA work. According to administrators, this monitoring unit looked at the matter 

of procurement of goods, financial management of RUSA, monitoring project implementation, 

keeps MIS updated, and organises efficient conduct of monitoring and performance audit etc. 

Forming an institutional unit of Project monitoring was one of the prerequisites of RUSA 

funding at the institutional level. The autonomy of forming a Project Monitoring body lied with 

the institution only. RUSA directorate and Mission Authority had not prescribed anything for 

this. They had not mentioned that Project Monitoring Body needs an expert from outside. It 

was in the hand of the institutional governing body to decide whom to keep in monitoring team 
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and whom not. But it was mentioned that monitoring team should appropriately represent all 

sectors of institution. So generally, the institution forms monitoring team, which consisted of 

all insiders so they could work freely work for upliftment of the college. If monitoring team 

consisted of a person from outside and remain absent in many of the meetings, then that delayed 

the process of decision making.    

Except for institutional level monitoring of the scheme, implementation of State Higher 

Education Plan and evaluating institutions was done by the West Bengal RUSA directorate. At 

the initial level, State transfers 75% of total money to the institutions to start work as per 

detailed project report. Once the job done more than 75% or so, all UCs were submitted to 

RUSA directorate through an online portal. A committee was assigned to verify and evaluate 

the work of institution physically. If the committee was satisfied with the work then only, they 

sent remaining fund to the colleges or universities. The inspection team inspects about whether 

labour cess was given or not. The building was appropriately represented or not. The 

inauguration of building was done or not, in front of the building, amount spent on making it 

was mentioned or not. Is there proper labelling on procured instrument, GPS tracker is installed 

or not, date of installation was mentioned or not, did this institution keep an asset register, DPi 

submitted earlier. Actual work done was similar or not; e-tendering was appropriately done 

through quotation comparative or not while buying material costs less than 1 lakh was notified 

in college notice board. More than that was announced in three newspapers or not, all these 

were tasks majorly done evaluating and monitoring team. If monitoring team got satisfied with 

the work of the college, then they would recommend the RUSA directorate to send remaining 

amount to college or university account.    

For transparency issue, RUSA Mission Authority started monitoring through Bhuvan 

RUSA. "The National Remote Sensing Centre (NRSC) of Indian Space Research Organisation 

(ISRO) has developed a mobile application for uploading geotagged photographs and 

associated details captured by the educational institutions, on Bhuvan-RUSA portal as a part 

of the implementation of RUSA funded works in States. This application for geotagging of 

institutions under RUSA is a location-based service. The mobile geotagging App of RUSA 

covers following attributes: construction work or equipment, institution name, new or upgraded 

work, type of work, current stage of work, percentage completed, completion date, bank name, 

account number, amount released and amount utilised" (Press Information Bureau, 2017). This 
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online mechanism of monitoring made the system more transparent. So, chances of 

compromising with monitoring mechanism was less as the administrators pointed out.  

Among many positive sides of the RUSA monitoring system, administrators at 

institutional level focused on some of negative sides too. Many of the administrators were 

questioning the intervention and the role of State as a stakeholder. They thought that decisions 

regarding RUSA at local level were taken by syndicate and also by nodal offices. When nodal 

offices were doing the inspection, then certainly, transparency of the system was violated. Even 

many of the institutions, which had received funds during RUSA 1.0, were not satisfied with 

Bhuvan RUSA. As they argued, Bhuvan RUSA was introduced in midways of the 

implementation. During that time, institutions had completed half of its work. It was very 

difficult for them to do the add on work. If the monitoring mechanism was digitised then it 

should be done from the very beginning and not in middle. Transferring data was always a 

problem. RUSA generally asked for updating data on very short notice, and within that limited 

time, digitising was not possible.  

5.6. GER, Access to Higher Education Institutions   

If Gross Enrolment Ratio in higher education of India as compared to many of the 

developed or even developing countries in the year 2013, then it was quite clear that it was 

lower than most of the countries. India had a very low GER of 19.4% in the year 2013. Even 

inside India, the progressive southern states had a higher GER, and they had higher per capita 

spending on higher education. Southern states also had higher institutional density. But in 

comparison to the southern State, states in the hilly region had lower institutional density, lower 

per capita spending, but still, their GER varies from high to low. Even in states like West 

Bengal, the GER was low. "This may occur because higher education does not completely 

depend on the physical availability of institutions but also on the other socio-economic factors 

such as the income of the parents, willingness to migrate, cultural factors etc," (MHRD, 2013).  

In the year 2013, the Higher education GER of West Bengal was 12.4, which was lower 

than India GER, and it stood almost at the bottom in comparison to other states of India. Even 

talking about institutional density, it had only 10.1 institutions per thousand square km, which 

was also very less in comparison to many other states. The State had only 27 universities and 

896 colleges in the year 2013, which was also lesser in number in comparison to other states.  
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So, one of the major objectives of RUSA was to improve access to higher education at 

national as well as state level. "The national mission has set a national average target of 25.2 

percent GER by 2017-18 and 30 percent by 2021-22" (WBSCHE, 2018). The major goals of 

RUSA were to improve excellence (quality), equity, and access to higher education. The 

institutions across India and in West Bengal were suffering from a poor academic quality, poor 

teacher education quality, and poor infrastructure. The states had a smaller number of NAAC 

accredited institutions. The nation, as well as the states, had very low GER and the non-uniform 

distribution of higher education institutions across the states. Though access and infrastructure 

could not be considered as the most important criteria of quality education, these were very 

necessary criteria. So, RUSA 1.0 attempted to improve the infrastructure and to build more 

universities and colleges to enhance access to higher education.  

As the administrators of the colleges and the universities were pointing out that RUSA 

1.0 was a long-term investment, where infrastructure was considered as the first step towards 

increasing GER and quality education across country as well as State. The quality was 

facilitated through quantitative parameters. RUSA had benefitted colleges and universities 

situated at remote backward locations. After implementation of RUSA, activities of teachers, 

as well as students, increased to some extent. Though institutions had not received any funds 

for seminars and workshops, so they had to maintain an inhouse quality. Many of the 

administrators think that the intervention of the State had helped in increasing the quality of 

higher education in the State.  

College administrators thought that improvement of infrastructure, procurement of new 

instruments, and books had definitely increased quality of teaching-learning environment. 

From fund of RUSA, institutions bought better quality instruments, installed LED projectors 

in maximum classes, normal classrooms were converted to smart classrooms. Through these, 

study materials were supplied to the classroom. PPTs could be presented in absence of teachers. 

Colleges and universities made new buildings, renovates old one. They also procured 

instruments, restructures canteen, made more digital classrooms, acquire equipment for labs, 

restores of a new hall, prepare playground, furnished college, improved cafeteria, and library, 

purchase of laptops, computers, books, install elevator and projector.  

Another significant quality parameter of higher education was teacher-student ratio. In 

many of the colleges, this ratio was very high, and colleges and universities did not have a 

sufficient number of teachers. So, RUSA made NAAC accreditation mandatory criteria for 
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receiving funds. The State was made accountable for this NAAC accreditation. So, whenever 

the colleges wanted to make their college NAAC accredited, they had to fulfil many criteria, 

one of them ideal teacher-student ratio. This forced colleges to recruit more teachers, and State 

was more prompt in recruiting teachers. So, West Bengal had seen a swift recruitment process 

after the implementation of RUSA. 

The teacher recruitment process in this State happened through a centralised process 

through Public Service Commission for the government college. For the aided college, there 

was a College Service commission. Since 2014, College Service commission was recruiting 

college teachers every two years to fulfil all the remaining vacant positions in state colleges. 

Talking about the university recruitment, after the 100-point rooster case had been resolved in 

the State. The universities were also enterprisingly advertising to fulfil posts since now there 

are many posts vacant. But after recruitment of the teachers, the State had not taken any 

initiative for the professional capacity building. UGC had outdated system of orientation and 

refresher course which were being organised by universities every year. Apart from that, 

colleges or universities or state council of higher education had not taken any other initiative 

for capacity building programme. West Bengal State Council of Higher Education organised 

workshops once in a while for the same.  

5.7. Problems of RUSA Implementation  

The third major step of scheme analysis, as discussed in the previous chapter in policy 

process which includes implementation of scheme. Scheme which was originated to allocate 

resources to State Institutions, both government and private aided institutions. So, it becomes 

key to evaluate and analyse implementation of scheme at the ground level. Since its inception, 

RUSA has travelled a journey of almost 6-7 years, between these years, RUSA funded 

institutions in RUSA 1.0 and RUSA 2.0. Institutions who were funded under RUSA 1.0 had, 

in many cases, received and exhausted all fund. In the entire process of applying, receiving, 

and utilising fund, institutions had also faced several problems.  

5.7.1. RUSA 1.0 Implementation Time Period 

One of the major issues that the administrators were worried about RUSA's time frame. 

RUSA had not set any time period to fulfil the scheme. States used to prepare their higher 

education plan and endeavouring to implement the scheme within that SHEP time period. West 

Bengal prepared plan for 3 financial year. The first SHEP was between 2014-2017 and the 
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second followed from 2018 to 2021. RUSA had obviously set targets of GER, access, and 

equity within 2021-22, but it limited its time of fulfilling RUSA 1.0 objectives. There were 

colleges and universities in West Bengal that had not received their full amount of money, 

which was sanctioned in the year 2013 till 2019. And in the midst of it, RUSA 2.0 was also 

functioning. So, one of the major issues regarding RUSA implementation is its lack of time 

constraint. Even if there was time set time frame, colleges and universities failed to receive 

fund within that period.  

5.7.2. Issue of One-time funding 

Another concerning issue regarding RUSA 1.0, related to time period, is the uncertainty 

of receiving fund second time. The colleges, received funds from RUSA 1.0, had not been 

updated with any further notice vis-a vis when could they apply for the next phase of funding. 

Due to irregular financial support given by UGC and less state funding, colleges had to depend 

solely on student fees to bear yearly expenses of the institution. The conflict of private funding 

and public support in terms of private aided colleges do not allow institution authorities to 

increase tuition fees to deal with supply and demand dynamics. West Bengal State government 

policy do not allow them to increase in student’s fee as it discriminates among students coming 

from diverse economic background. So, colleges and institutions had to rely on funding coming 

different sources like UGC, State Higher Education funding and scheme like RUSA for yearly 

expenses. UGC funding and state funding is irregular. RUSA is funding for ones. So, 

institutions should receive a transparent communication from Centre regarding next phase of 

RUSA funding and criteria for receiving fund again.  

5.7.3. Fund for In-house Quality Development not for Research and Innovation 

 In the first phase of RUSA, colleges and universities had received funding for 

infrastructural grant only. There were major three components; new building, renovation of old 

builds and instrument procurement. Through these the colleges could develop their 

infrastructural quality but not primarily academic quality. HRDC of University of Calcutta had 

received fund for Faculty improvement. The State received funds for new colleges. State 

council planned to build new colleges and universities under different schemes of State 

funding. But there were no colleges or universities had received fund for components like 

enhancing quality and excellence in State universities and research, innovation and quality 

development. However, in RUSA 2.0, colleges and universities had also received a grant under 
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the component of enhancing quality and excellence; research, innovation, and quality 

improvement. Under these schemes, colleges and universities could organise workshop and 

seminars. As a result, during this period, colleges or universities had to arrange their own funds 

for conducting seminar, workshop or conferences which would help them in further NAAC 

accreditation. As discussed earlier there is no information in institution regarding their next 

phase of funding and criteria of receiving fund, institutions fail to evaluate their position for 

applying for NAAC accreditation or RUSA grant.   

5.7.4. Difference in Financial Rules of State and Centre 

One of the major issues notified by the administrators was about the financial rules. 

State and Centre had a different financial rule. Being in concurrent list, State did not always 

agree to Centre’s financial rule of submitting UCs. As a result, state institutions were facing 

problems in submitting their UCs in time. Even there was a unique case of a university in West 

Bengal, where universities had received a grant of 20cr in 2013. The initial 10cr was credited 

to university account in a short period. The universities had utilized most of the money and 

submitted UC, and in the meantime, they had received another 5cr rupee. Since then, due to 

some internal problems of the university, they could not spend remaining amount. Even after 

several reminders from State as well as Centre, that university failed to utilize a huge amount 

of money and submit UCs to RUSA directorate. The university could have only spent and sent 

UCs of 10.2cr rupees out of 15cr they had received. The remaining amount was left in the bank 

account of the university. After a certain point of time, neither State nor the Centre put any 

pressure on spending that money and submitting UC. The universities are unaware of the next 

procedure of utilizing that fund is.  

5.7.5. Delayed Fund Disbursement  

Some of the colleges were concerned about the delayed fund disbursement. One of the 

colleges notified that they received fund after two years of applying when apprehensions had 

been changed, and RUSA authority had asked to alter accordingly. Even there were cases like, 

after completion of first phase and submission of UC of fund utilized and inspection done, 

second phase funding was received after 1.5 years. Even in many cases, a huge amount of 

money was asked to exhaust within a very limited period of time, maintaining all protocols, 

and sometimes even, after a fair amount of time, money was exhausted. Still, RUSA had not 

given any money for next phase. So, there was no balance in process of funding.  
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5.7.6. Issue of e-tendering and e-monitoring 

The issue of e-tendering and e-monitoring was another concern of administrators. 

Sometimes, tender is given to some distant company which failed to monitor instruments 

regularly or supply books timely. For instance, one of the colleges had ordered books of 6 

lakhs, but the supplier had only supplied books of 4 lakhs. Now colleges had to adjust to 

changing scenario and had to prepare UC according to that. As the entire process monitored 

through digital platforms, colleges and universities had no role to control in comparing tender 

statements and select according to their convenience. 
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Chapter VI 

Summary, Conclusion and Recommendation 

 

This chapter includes a conclusory remark to analyse findings of study and also to 

justify and relate findings with theoretical framework decided earlier. Finally, chapter 

concludes by prescribing certain recommendations for further research in this field as well as 

RUSA scheme in particular.  

6.1. Summary 

In a country like India where there are more than 1.5 million schools, 8.5 million 

teachers and 250 million students, the demand for Higher Education is quite obvious. As a 

result, the data of higher education is also huge in number. In India there are more than 900 

universities, 40,000 colleges, 1.3 million teachers and 36.6 million students in 2017-18. It 

makes Indian higher education sector as the second largest in the world. Tracing history of 

Indian higher education since 1857 when three major universities were established to serve the 

administrative purpose of British but their policy failed. This led to establishment of another 

two universities in India. After second world war, the world started to feel demand of skilled 

labour and it became the inception of massive expansion of higher education all over the world 

and India was not an exception. Initially this expansion started to happen purely in 

philanthropic basis. After independence, nation understood need of higher education, so 

Radhakrishnan Commission was established in 1948. New colleges and universities had started 

to build. In the year 1956, University Grants Commission was established as a regulatory, 

monitoring and funding agency of higher education institutions. UGC started to fund higher 

education institution through 12b and later 2f norms. Colleges and universities applied to have 

12b and 2f status. Through these norms, colleges and universities were funded directly. State 

was not involved in this. Before 1977, it was an issue for Centre or state but in then education 

came under concurrent list. Education became a responsibility of the state too. But as UGC 

funding never included state as a stakeholder, so states denied its accountability in enhancing 

quality of the state institutions and also monitoring institutional performance. This became one 

of the major reasons behind growing tension between state and Centre. Along with this there 

were other reasons, like differences in political affiliation, lack of mediator to initiate dialogue, 

for the gap started to exist between state and Centre. Assessing this situation of the country, 
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National Education Policy (NPE)- 1986, recommended to establish one State Higher Education 

Council (SCHE) in each and every state. UGC had also prescribed same in 1988. These SCHEs 

were meant to initiate dialogue between states. SCHEs were also assigned many tasks like 

preparing state level policy and planning for the expansion and quality of higher education in 

that state. 

In 1990s, the country passed through a major economic reform and also accepted neo-

liberal policies. This allowed private players to participate in higher education. Initially, the 

states were reluctant to allow private players to fund higher education but due to scarcity of 

public funding, held states back to raise voice against privatisation. The nation witnessed a 

massive privatisation in higher education sector. Most states accepted privatisation policies 

reluctantly as privatisation was a part of neoliberal policies associated with World Bank and 

IMF. The state’s approach towards privatisation was confusing. Policies were formulated out 

of conviction. So, a large scale of market started to emerge with this in higher education. 

Eventually, this rapid privatisation started to displace public sector. But this privatisation which 

led to massification of higher education saw a kind of unprecedented growth. The dearth of 

proper planning while establishing higher education institutions was focused on this theme of 

review of the literature. The massification of Higher Education in India was outcome of 

privatisation policy of the government after the 1990s economic reforms. However, this 

massification had happened in the urban areas solely and not in rural areas. So, rural areas 

remained deprived. The overall quality of Higher Education came under stake due to many 

reasons, and among all massification through massive unplanned growth of Higher Education 

was one of the major reasons. As, market was involved, so, they established institutions entirely 

for profit making. Quality expansion was not its goal. Institutions started to grow in urban areas 

only where private players could make profit. Higher education lost its public good 

characteristics and became a private good, serving those who could afford it.  

To deal with this revenue and surplus generating unprecedented massification of Higher 

education, SHECs were expected to play a major role in respective states. Not all states 

established SHECs except few but those few SHECs also failed to perform its functions 

accordingly, as these were not aware of its powers to execute. SHECs remained only as a lining 

state body, not aware of its powers and functions properly. As studies noticed, till 2013, SHECs 

remained disabled in many states. After the neo-liberal policies public funding in Higher 

education faced a serious threat. In India, institution specific funding also became a reason of 
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gradual degradation of qualities in state universities and colleges. This was not only increasing 

inequality between the state institutions and the central institutions but simultaneously it 

became the reason of growing regional discrepancy. One of the major problems regarding 

funding was the government’s expenditure on Higher Education. The GDP share of 

expenditure clearly proved the commitment of the government to that sector, and in this 

scenario, Higher Education was deprived, not only in India and many other countries. This 

issue of funding was also pointing out to cases like Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan, and South 

Korea, which are expending near about 20% of their GDP to Education. So, there was a huge 

gap between countries like Korea and India. In the case of the along with GDP, the GSDP was 

also low in Higher Education, which became a major obstacle for the quality development of 

state higher education institutions. As a part of public funding, UGC was funding state 

institutions but it was irregular and not sufficient. Most of the times, due to lack of planning in 

receiving and utilising UGC fund, underutilisation became a major concern for institutions. It 

seems that public funding in Higher education institutions would gradually cease to exist. Even 

twelfth five-year plan argued for and proposed to remove “not for profit” tag from universities.  

The issue of funding, rapid growth of private sector and fast declining public sector, 

was not the sole reason for the compromising quality of higher education. Administration, 

governance and lack of political will and excessive political intervention while functioning 

state institutions also held responsible for degrading quality of higher education in India. The 

top-down, authoritative model of Indian Higher Education governance was the reason of 

negligence faced by the state institutions. Institutions had a tiny part in making decisions. It 

was not that this top-down approach of Higher Education had very little to do with development 

of Higher Education. Still, at the same time, down-top approach was necessary for 

diversification of system. But after massive privatisation, issue of accountability as well as 

monitoring became a major headache. Apart from all these, another concerned area of Higher 

Education is political intervention in a state like West Bengal. The State’s social communist 

legacy resulted in Education being a principally public-funded entity, whereas the political 

ideologies of the other states allowed them to accept privatisation policy. This political 

intervention and ideological differences also caused reason behind the regional disparity of 

higher educational institutions in India.  

  In this critical scenario, when private sector started to capitalise on public sector’s 

withdrawal and inadequacy in Higher education sector, states like West Bengal, which rejected 
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the idea of massification through privatisation since inception, encountered massive set back 

vis-à-vis expansion as well as quality of Higher education. In this state, Ministry of Human 

Resource Development announced Centrally Sponsored scheme Rashtriya Uchchatar Shiksha 

Abhiyan to fund state institutions, making states a stakeholder. States were asked to fund a 

minimum share to receive RUSA grant. It included state as a stakeholder. Simultaneously, the 

job of RUSA implementation was given to SHECs which would help in initiating dialogue 

between state and Centre. This created rather more conflict between planning commission and 

ministry regarding privatisation policies and public funding.  

So, this journey of Indian higher education raises many questions. Among all the 

question, the most important one is the changing role of State Council of Higher Education. It 

was envisaged in a different paradigm but twenty years down the line, SHEC had not done 

anything significant, like to initiate dialogue between state and Centre, to channelize funding 

among state institutions according to state higher education plan, or to control the 

unprecedented growth and expansion of higher education in the state. After announcement of 

RUSA and its implementation through SHECs, interest shifts to these Councils to examine 

their changing role in the sector of higher education. Another major question that revolved 

around is implementation of RUSA in states like West Bengal. The outcome of the 

implementation was another major question.  

RUSA is a Centrally Sponsored Scheme. It is very necessary to understand the 

rationality of the policy maker that worked while formulating the scheme. There is a need and 

demand of higher education among the subject. It is the state’s responsibility to play the role 

of a service hatch and fulfil demands of the subject. Disparity and inequality started to increase 

in the society due to neo-liberal policies and unprecedented growth of Higher education. 

Private higher education never targeted access, quality and equity. So, it demanded normative 

rationality of policy makers to formulate a scheme which would be inclusive and also 

formulated on the basis of democratisation. State would be providing service to its subjects 

according to need and demand.  

Depending on this kind of rationality, to find out answers to questions emerged this 

research work depended on qualitative framework which helps in getting in-depth understand 

of the issue. So, the study asked for detailed information regarding the scheme and its 

implementation. So, intensive interviews helped researcher to gain a clear idea of functions of 

council and the processes of implementation of the scheme. At the same time, qualitative data 
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was also needed to strengthen the argument put forward through qualitative analysis. Scheme 

content analysis was needed to have a clear idea about rationality of scheme formulation. So, 

all primary analysis was triangulated with secondary scheme analysis and quantitative data 

collected from different reports. The researcher had chosen sample on a random purposive 

basis based on the performance and NAAC accreditation. West Bengal was chosen as a field 

because of its decentralised administrative system even before establishment of SHEC and also 

West Bengal was among the three states which established State Higher Education Council in 

1995. Administrators were sample population of the study as administrators have more clear 

notion related to SHEC and implementation of RUSA. In-depth interviews of the 

administrators in an administrative survey was done cross-sectionally to gather more 

information. Data collected from primary survey was transcribed and then analysed 

thematically, selected some of the common themes through codes and categories. The 

secondary data was analysed through desk review and scheme analysis. The scheme analysis 

was done in three stages, policy content, policy context and policy process. These two kinds of 

data are triangulated before coming to any finding and conclusion of the study.  

6.2. Summary of Findings 

As the previous two chapters analysed secondary and primary data, on the basis of that 

analysis, findings of the study are summarised thematically.  

6.2.1. UGC, RUSA and Improved Funding Pattern 

Before RUSA, there was no umbrella scheme for state universities and colleges. UGC 

had different projects and schemes, but those projects and schemes did not cater to institutional 

problems holistically. RUSA was a scheme to correspond to national programs for funding 

state universities and colleges through a single over-arching umbrella scheme in the Centrally 

Sponsored Scheme architecture. On one hand, the umbrella scheme would deal with problems 

of the state universities holistically. Simultaneously it would resolve issues of institutions at 

institutional level.  

UGC grants were disbursed to Centre and State universities, colleges under section 2 

(f) and 12B of UGC Act. This was an age-old system. When UGC was established, the number 

of colleges was very less. So, it was easier for them to handle all college, to fund them, to 

control and monitor them and deal with all other issues. But after 1990s, number of colleges 
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and universities had increased. Now it was technically impossible to look into all matters, 

including funding of state universities and colleges.  

In the funding pattern of UGC, state universities and colleges were funded directly. The 

institutions received funds from UGC, and respective states had no role to play in it. It increased 

the gap between State and Centre, as the Education was in the concurrent list. The current 

scheme RUSA included State as a stakeholder. Now in funding of the state institutions, State 

gave their share too. It helped to increase GSDP of states in the Higher Education sector, which 

had started to decrease during the time of UGC funding.  

The intervention of State in funding of State higher education institution also resolved 

many other issues like affiliation problem of colleges, faculty recruitment, higher education 

governance, problems of autonomy and accountability, monitoring issues of the fund 

utilisation.  

6.2.2. Envisaged and Transformed Role of West Bengal State Council Higher Education  

All SHECs were established to serve similar purpose, though different SHECs took 

different functions and limited its power diversely. The council was initially envisaged as a 

decentralized body at state level which was established to initiate dialogue between state and 

central, to regulate the unprecedented growth of higher education institution and to ensure 

quality of higher education system through state level policies and planning. In five major 

concern areas of higher education, councils were assigned seventeen functions. West Bengal 

State Council of Higher Education failed to commence many these functions.  

Among many tasks assigned to WBSCHE, advisory functions and inspecting for 

establishing new universities and colleges, inspecting colleges for introduction of new subjects 

or continuation of existing subjects, were major two functions they were doing. As mentioned 

earlier, there were many expected tasks of WBSCHE, like monitoring and evaluating 

performance, quality assurance to state institutions, conducting common entrance tests, and 

issues of employability of graduates etc., However, WBSCHE failed to do all these jobs in 

between the financial year 2015-2017.  

As a pre-requisite of RUSA, every state was asked to establish SHEC. West Bengal 

established SHEC in 1995. Once WBSCHE was assigned role of implementation of RUSA, in 

its initial years, council was handling this role. Later RUSA directorate of West Bengal, 
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Department of Higher Education took over that responsibility of RUSA from hands of 

WBSCHE. Currently (2020), West Bengal State Council of Higher Education became a state 

level policy making body, preparing State Higher Education Report. Other major functions of 

WBSCHE is inspecting proposals for establishing new public and private institutions and 

bridging gap between school education and Higher Education through career guidance cell. 

6.2.3. Strategic Planning in RUSA 

One of the major differences of RUSA than earlier funding pattern of UGC is its 

strategic planning. Through decentralised planning, every institution is given autonomy to plan 

for upliftment of that particular institution. Once the institutional level planning is done, it is 

sent to RUSA directorate. RUSA directorate collects all institutional level and according to that 

prepares a state level plan and sends it to RUSA Mission Authority through State Higher 

Education Plan for evaluation. The central body evaluates and sanctions fund for suitable 

components institutions applied for. This process of decentralisation helped in proper 

utilisation of fund. During UGC period, institutions were unaware of what amount of money it 

is going to receive. So, there used to be no prior planning of utilising it. This situation caused 

underutilisation of fund. RUSA, somehow, successfully reducing this underutilisation.  

6.2.4. Autonomy and Accountability of Institution 

 As discussed in previous theme, the institutions are given autonomy to plan 

accordingly. RUSA prescribes nothing, rather scheme has certain guidelines to follow. The 

institutions have full authority and autonomy to plan according to their needs. There is no third-

party intervention. Though, due to some lack of flexibility in scheme’s guidelines, autonomy 

of institutions does not remain intact. The scheme guideline says, institutions have to utilise its 

total funding in a ratio of 35:35:30. Thirty-five percent of total fund should be used for new 

building, another thirty-five needs to be used for renovation of old building and last thirty 

percent is for procurement of instrument. There are many colleges in the heart of Kolkata, 

which do not have proper space to make building. Instead of new building if these colleges 

could use that fund for renovation then it could have been beneficial for those colleges. But as 

per scheme guidelines, this is not allowed, only minor changes are permitted. This becomes a 

reason for many colleges for not getting fund.  
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 The issue of accountability is catered from state level itself. Being a stakeholder of the 

scheme, the state is accountable to monitor implementation and utilisation of fund. It makes 

the institutions also more accountable to successfully implementing the scheme in the colleges.  

6.2.5. Transparency and Monitoring of the Scheme 

The state is a stakeholder of the scheme as a major portion of the fund is allocated by 

the state. State is accountable for monitoring. Though, monitoring of scheme is done both 

physically as well as online. A monitoring team visits colleges received fund for RUSA, once 

that particular college submits UCs of completion of seventy five percent of work. The team 

visits and if they are satisfied with the work done, then they permit for further work and also 

disbursement of remaining amount.  

Monitoring of the scheme implementation is also done in online portal. Bhuvan RUSA 

is there for monitoring. “…This application for geotagging of institutions under RUSA is a 

location-based service. The mobile geotagging App of RUSA covers the following attributes: 

construction work or equipment, institution name, new or upgraded work, type of work, current 

stage of work, percentage completed, completion date, bank name, account number, amount 

released and amount utilised" (Press Information Bureau, 2017). This online mechanism of 

monitoring made this system more transparent. So, the chances of compromising with 

monitoring mechanism was less as the administrators argue.  

6.2.6. GER, Access to Higher Education Institutions   

After implementation of RUSA, the number of universities had increased from 26 to 42 

from 2012-13 to 2018. The number of colleges had increased, both general degree college and 

teacher training college. In the financial year 2012, number of general degree colleges were 

865 and teacher training colleges were 76. Substantially numbers had increased. In the year 

2018, the general degree colleges have increased to 1359 and teacher training colleges to 204. 

All these new establishments of colleges and universities were not sanctioned or part of RUSA 

funding. All these were state initiatives to match the current need for higher education in the 

State.  

West Bengal had set the target to increase its existing Higher Education GER of 16.3 

to 25.2 by the financial year 2017-2018. But this study revealed that by 2017-2018, West 

Bengal had only achieved up to 18.7. Even in the equity perspective, the State was lagging 
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behind than national SC, ST GER. In 2017-18, the West Bengal SC student GER was 13.8 in 

comparison to national SC student GER of 21.8. Similarly, in the same year the ST GER in 

India is 15.9, in comparison to that the West Bengal GER is 9.9. So, one of the major targets 

of West Bengal State Higher Education Plan 2014 was to work on the equity initiative. But 

State had not achieved a significant success even after four year’s implementations of RUSA.  

6.2.7. Accreditation of Higher Education institutions 

One of the major pre-requisites of receiving RUSA funding was NAAC accreditation. 

The State had decided in 2013-2014 to make NAAC accreditation compulsory for all colleges 

and universities. Since then 302 institutions had been accredited, including state universities, 

government colleges, aided colleges and private colleges. Though a detailed study had 

disclosed that maximum colleges in the State had secured an average of ‘B’ or ‘B+’ grades and 

the most of the universities had secured ‘A’ grade in NAAC. It was asking questions about the 

quality of the colleges in the State. 

6.2.8. Problems of RUSA Implementation 

 There are also certain drawbacks of the scheme in terms of its components and structure 

as well as its implementation.  

There was no provision of funding for academic seminars, workshops. RUSA 1.0 had 

focused only on in-house quality enhancement. Financial support was given to institutions 

which were lagging behind to develop their infrastructure and procure equipment.  

As discussed earlier regarding the autonomy of the institution, this is also the drawback 

of the scheme. RUSA did not prescribe anything; rather, they had certain guidelines to follow. 

Despite that, in some situations, the institutions found RUSA to be too inflexible. The ratio of 

funding, 35:35:30, forced to question many of the institution’s transparency in utilising the 

fund.  

RUSA is a one-time funding. The colleges received fund under RUSA 1.0, the study 

found out that these beneficiary institutions were not aware of their future in receiving funds 

again. Many institutions had utilised the RUSA fund at length but unaware of their process of 

applying and getting funds again. 
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For RUSA 1.0, the State received 348cr for 76 colleges and eight state universities, of 

which 208.8cr was the central share. Till 2018-2019, the State received 192.07cr. Till the last 

report of 2018, the colleges and universities submitted UC to RUSA of 159.91cr. It was clearly 

hinting at the fact that though the maximum Centre’s share was released, the colleges and 

universities had failed to utilise the fund properly. One of the major reasons behind RUSA was 

to monitoring funding properly and resolved the problem of underutilisation of funds, but 

somehow the issue was still persisting.    

One of the major issues notified by the administrators was about the financial rules. 

State and the Centre had a different financial rule. Being in concurrent list, State did not always 

agree to the Centre’s financial rule of submitting UCs. As a result, state institutions were facing 

problems in submitting their UCs in time. Even the study also revealed that many of the 

colleges were yet to receive RUSA 1.0 fund, and also, there were state universities which had 

failed to submit UC in due course of time, but they were not even given proper guidance or 

pressure from the state monitoring team to utilise that fund. 

6.3. Limitation of the Study  

• Due to the West Bengal State Higher Educational Plan 2014-2018, the study was only 

limited to the implementation of RUSA 1.0.  

• The research work had taken into account the in-depth interviews of the administrators. 

Owing to time constraints, the sample size was small. It included only nine samples, 

seven colleges, and two universities. 

6.4. Conclusion 

As discussed earlier, study had come up with certain findings. Those findings had 

clearly questioned the functioning of a statutory body, West Bengal State Council of Higher 

Education. SHECs were established or proposed to ensure a co-ordinated state-level 

institutional governance, taking into account the institutional autonomy and accountability. It 

had been thought to allow the State to withdraw from their roles of directly intervening in 

policy planning and supervision at the higher education level. Instead, this role had been 

assigned to a buffer body like SHEC. Even after the implementation of RUSA, the SHECs 

became mediator between the State and Centre in the implementation of the scheme. SHECs 

were thought of as the main body in the implementation of the scheme. The study revealed that 

WBSCHE had not only failed to perform all the planning and policy tasks assigned to them, 
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but simultaneously it was not directly associated in the implementation of the RUSA scheme. 

Rather than a lining body, RUSA directorate, situated at the Department of Higher Education, 

was managing the implementation RUSA in the State. WBSCHE had limited its function 

primarily to an inspecting body and a body conducting audits of state institutions.  

To conclude the findings from other two objectives regarding implementation of 

scheme RUSA and its impact in State, it was understood through analysing scheme document 

that State’s approach was normative while formulating scheme. The scheme encouraged 

inclusion of state universities which was initially excluded in UGC funding pattern. The 

scheme was also formulated on the basis of democratisation. The intervention of scheme was 

somehow endeavouring to eliminate deprivation of opportunity of the subject and higher 

education institutes. There was a demand for Higher Education among subjects of State. After 

privatisation policies, it became tough for students of states like West Bengal as State had 

outrightly rejected idea of privatisation. The students had less opportunities and options to 

choose their institutes while pursuing Higher Education. It became responsibility of State to 

play role of a service provider. The nature of bureaucrats sitting in planning commission as 

well as in ministries extensively affected by the ‘conflict of interest’ regarding the private and 

public funding of Higher education system. In the middle of this conflict, State came up with 

this higher education scheme to revive system, primarily in whole country, but particularly in 

those states where the Higher education system was lagging behind in comparison to the 

national average. So, inclusion was always a nature of the scheme as injustices to these states 

and to these institutes was happening since the inception, at least in terms of funding and 

monitoring of that fund. So, focusing on the informational basis and strategic planning, states 

and institutes had been given the autonomy to resolve issues of institutions at individual 

institute level. This very characteristic of scheme of minimising vulnerabilities and disparities 

at the individual level helped many colleges to enhance their inhouse qualities through that 

received fund.   

So, funding pattern to fund state universities eventually improved. The scheme also 

included states as a stakeholder, which helped in increasing State’s share in Higher Education. 

This decentralised funding pattern and local level monitoring of scheme implementation has 

increased accountability factor. It also increased availability of fund for colleges which are 

lagging behind. RUSA funding might seem input-oriented funding targeting the outcome, but 

it was performance-based funding, where the performance of the colleges and universities and 
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NAAC accreditation was set as a criterion to receive fund. This benchmark of performance and 

accreditation was increased for the institutions to receive the fund in RUSA 2.0.    

6.5. Recommendations 

6.5.1. For RUSA Scheme 

• The component of infrastructure grants to colleges and universities has to be flexible. 

It will help institutions to utilise fund properly. 

• The institutions which had received funding under RUSA 1.0, should be given a clear 

instruction regarding their further plan of action to receive RUSA fund again. 

• Along with infrastructural grants, RUSA should focus more on promoting academic 

activities like seminar, workshops. Research and capacity building of teachers should 

remain as the focal point of funding.  

6.5.2. For Further Research Work 

• This particular research work conducted, keeping in mind qualitative understanding of 

RUSA implementation in West Bengal. Due to limitation of time, detailed quantitative 

aspect, of how the fund is used at institutional level, has not been taken into account. 

Financial provision of RUSA needs to be looked at. 

• This study is limited to RUSA 1.0 where funding components are also very limited. 

Further studies can be done, including RUSA 2.0 and added components it has. This 

can give a better perspective regarding research, innovation, and quality improvement 

of Higher Education, going beyond in-house quality improvement through 

infrastructural development. 

• The study is limited to West Bengal only. Further studies can be done comparing state 

higher education councils of two or more states. It will give clear idea about good 

practices and achievements of well performing States and its higher education councils.  
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Annexure 1 

Interview Schedule 

Brief Profile of the College Administrator 

Name of the Interviewee –  

Gender –       Age –  

Designation –      Affiliation –  

Experience as an Administrator –  

 

Question no 1: What is the role of WBSCHE as a regulatory body?  

 

 

Question no 2: What kind of academic and financial support is given by WBSCHE for the 

quality enhancement of Higher Education?  

 

 

Question no 3: In your opinion, do you think RUSA has been a game changer as a policy to 

revive the state Higher Education?  

 

 

Question no 4: Does your institution fulfil all the pre-requisites of RUSA scheme? 

Pre-requisites Current Status/How is this fulfilled? 

Application of governance (administrative) 

reforms at Institute level 

 

Academic reforms and facilitating inter-

disciplinary learning 

 

Affiliation reforms   

Separate project management teams  

Examination reforms   

Perspective strategic planning  
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Equity commitment (especially in aided 

sector) 

 

Commitments on research and innovation eff 

orts  

 

Mandatory faculty recruitment and 

improvement  

 

Establishment of Management Information 

System  

 

Regulatory compliance  

 

Question 5: Considering the fact that preparing strategic planning is a pre-requisite, what is 

the mechanism of receiving RUSA fund from WBSCHE?  

 

 

Question 6: In this process of planning, how far the autonomy of your institution remains 

intact? 

 

 

Question 7: Do the pre-requisites set by RUSA ensure higher accountability in the institution? 

If yes how? If not why? 

 

 

Question 8: What kind of monitoring and transparency mechanisms are adopted for the success 

of the scheme? 

 

 

Question 9: In your view, how RUSA is different from the earlier plans and schemes? If yes 

how? If no why? 

 

 

Question 10: Do you think the overall quality of this college as well as State Higher Education 

has improved after the implementation of RUSA? 
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Question 11: What is the status of the sanctioned positions of faculty in the colleges under this 

university?  

 

 

Question 12: How do you manage the professional capacity of the teachers of the college? 

 

 

Question 13: What kind of infrastructural changes the college has done after receiving fund 

from RUSA? 

 

 

Question 14: Have you faced any difficulty in the process of receiving and utilising RUSA 

fund? 

 

 

Question 15: Any other relevant information regarding RUSA funding you want to share that 

can help in enhancing the quality of this research. 

 

 

 

 

 


